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By order of the Honorable Helen Freedman, dated Febru 

fair value of petitioners’ share in Elite Technology NY Inc., (“Elite”) as of August 16, 2006, as 

determined in accordance with Business Corporation Law (“BCL”) 4 1 1 1 S’, was referred to the Special 

Referee to hear and report with recommendations. 

This matter was referred to the Special Referee on April 18,2007, at which time the issues 

conferenced and limited discovery directed. Subsequently, the hearing was scheduled. The hearing 

commenced on February 13,2008, and continued on February 14,15, and concluded on February 19, 

2008. 

The transcript of the hedng has been ordered and along with the trial exhibits marked as 

Apparently, the petitioners commenced this proceeding to dissolve Elite. Respondents 
answered and cross-petitioned to purchase petitioners’ interest in Elite at “fair value” thereby 
mooting the petition to dissolve Elite. It is also noted that Hon., Freedman has been appointed to 
the Appellate Division, First Department. Thus, this matter will ( be or has been) randomly 
reassigned to another Justice of the Commercial Part. The attorneys are to inquire of the 
reassignment with the Clerk of the Commercial Part, Supreme Court, New York County (646 
3 86-3020). 



evidence will be filed with the County Clerk. Post-Trial Memos of Law were submitted on or about May 

16,2008 and the matter marked for report on May 19, 200K2 Based on my review of the evidence and 

consideration of the attorneys’ Post-Hearing Memos of Law, I make the following findings of fact and 

conclusions of law. 

k 
1. 

2. 

3. 

FINDING$ OF FACT 

reholders of Elite 

Han Hui Lu (“Lu”) the respondent and cross-movant is the founder, president and shareholder 

of Elite. He is an electrical engineer and graduated from the South China Institute of Technology. 

He holds a Master Degree in Engineering from Columbia University (T, 6-7). 

Lu and respondent Hong Fan (Jane Fan) C‘Fan”) founded Elite in 1993. It is in the business of 

servicing copier machines for commercial businesses as well as selling and leasing them (see, Px 

4 [exhibit 11). At that time of its fkdislg Lu and Fan were a married couple. The two are no 

longer married, but continue doing business as Elite. In 1996, they incorporated Elite. They were 

the only shareholders. Elite had one office located at 16 West 3 6 ~  Street, New York, New York. 

Tgstimarrv by  Lu. Ab rqkam 8 John, 

(T, 8-91 

The two ran the business from 1993 to 2003 on their own, with one sales manager and 

employees. In 2003, the two meet Phillip John (“John”) who was making a sales call selling 

copiers. Learning that respondents were in the same business, the three eventually discussed how 

Elite could build up its sales business, which at the time was not so good (Mike Stevens, a long 

time sales manager had left the company due to illness and Elite was having trouble since 

Steven’s departure finding a qualified replacement). During these discussions, Lu learned that 

Johns had apartner Thomas Abraham (“Abraham”) and eventually in the Spring 2003, Lu, Fan, 

Abraham reached an oral agreement to bring in Abraham as sales manager to build up the sales 

department of Elite, At the time Abraham and John were running their own business, Quantum 

Ventures (“Q.V.”) and Lu understood that John would continue running the latters’ business 

’ Designations are noted as “T” followed by page number. On or about May 20,2008, 
petitioners made a written application to strike portions of respondents’ Post Trial Memo of Law 
on the ground that the attorney made factual arguments that were devoid of any principle of law. 
In the alternative, petitioners sought the opportunity to submit post-hearing arguments to respond 
to the respondents. The application was denied by the undersign via email communication, but 
noted that the Court’s findings would be limited by the testimony in the record and case law. 

2 



while Abraham would work with Elite. However, a few months later Lu and Fan entered into 

an eight-page agreement with both John and Abraham, dated June 30,2003 (Rx A) that was 

subsequently notarized on July 6,2004 (T, 10-15). Under the terms of that agreement, John and 

Abraham became shareholders of Elite with the two holding 49% interest in Elite. The remaining 

balance of 51% remained with Lu and Fan. 

By June 2003, John and Abraham were working solely for Elite. The two were to manage the 

sales department of Elite. Lu maintains the two were to handle 99% of the sales. He regarded the 

two important to the success of Elite’s sales. Lu, as president, was in charge of management and 

responsible for the service department. Fan was fully responsible for all fmancing/accounting of 

Elite, she managed the company’s books and records, recorded distributions of profits, income, 

and managed all expenses, etc. Under the terms of the parties’ agreement, John and Abraham 

agreed to bring over to Elite all of their customer relations andor contracts, but Lu recalls no 

customers or contracts from Q.V. came over with John and Abraham (T, 17-20, 32-40), he 

concedes the two did bring to Elite their customer relationships (T, 55; sce also, T, 400-404). 

Lu identified Elite’s tax records and other hancials (Rx J [exhibits 1,2,3,4,5 [2003-2006 tax 

returns] T, 22) and confirmed the accuracy of these filings, noting that the total revenue for Elite 

in 2003 was $2.4 million, in 2004 was $6.9 million, in 2005 WBS $8.3 million and in 2006 was 

$6.4 million. He also confirmed that the business of Elite grew from 2003 to 2006, with one 

office in New York in 2003 to three offices by 2006 (New York, Long Island and Westchester 

County). Initially, John managed the Westchester office and one, Joe Sudano (“Sudano”) 

managed the Long Island Ofice, but Abraham was in charge of all three ofices regarding sales 

(T, 23-24,36). However, in 2005, Lu asked John to leave the Westchester office and hired one, 

Nancy Sue (“Sue”) to m that office, although Abraham did not agree with this decision, he did 

not stop the hiring of Sue. John returned to work at the New York ofice (T, 4 1-43). 

From 2003 to 2006, the sales staff also increased (Px 1). For 2006, Elite had approximately 26 

staffpersonnel, but he noted staff came and went, for example, in 2005, Elite hired during the 

year more than 60 personnel, but the actual number on staff at a given time was no more than 26. 

However, Lu concedes once John and Abraham came on board sales increased and new staff 

hired. Lu, Fan, John and Abraham worked together under Elite fiom June 2003 to July 2006 (T, 

4. 

5 .  

6. 



45-47). 

7. Duxing their tenure, John and Abraham contributed to the success of Elite in the increase of 

revenue - that is - until Lu terminated them in July 2006, after concluding that the two were 

responsible for the decrease in sales &u also could not get along with the two). Lu maintains that 

Abraham informed him that if Lu refused to sell the company to Abraham (andor John) he 

would decrease his efforts in sales and that would cause Elite to go down. Lu concluded it would 

not be a good thing to have John or Abraham continue with Elite3 (T, 45-54). 

On or about July 16,2006, Lu terminated the employment of John and Abraham. Lu testified 

he terminated them on the ground they were not working on sales for Elite, recalling that by the 

end of 2005 and through the two quarters of 2006, sales dropped dramatically, the two were not 

coming into work, yet charging on the company credit card for bar expenses and the like; Lu 

rejected the suggestion that the two were entertaining clients at the time Lu cancelled the credit 

8. 

cards (T, 25-27,S7-60). 

9. Lu had discussions with John and Abraham regarding the sale of Elite, but he never received a 

bona fide offer from any uninterested third party anytime before July 2006. He concedes that in 

April 2006, before Lu learned John and Abraham were keeping “sales down,” he had discussions 

with the two about whether one or the other would buy the other out, but Lu refused to sell. Lu 

was presented with a copy of an email, dated sometime in April 2006, but he testified he never 

saw that email. However, the document did refresh his memory that the two discussed price and 

he recalled John and Abraham offered $4 million to buy Lu and Fan’s interest in Elite. Lu 

refused. Lu recalled Abraham and John offered to sell their 49% to Lu and Fan for about $3 

million (px 2; T, 27,62-72). 

After their termination, Lu engaged in an effort to hire a sales manager to rebuild Elite and he 

recalled it took him about one year to hired a competent sales manager. Lu maintains that after 

the termination of John and Abraham, the sales of EIite did not increase, they remained flat 

during the period of time Elite searched for a new sales manager; Lu referred to the 2006 -tax 

return that reveals revenue for the year were lower than for the 2005-year. However, Lu did not 

10. 

Lu’s testimony is that John and Abraham purposely engaged in an effort not to decrease 
sales; his testimony is not that they two had lost their ability to sell andor lease Elite products 
and services (T, 60-62). 

4 



know whether sales increased for the last two quarters of 2006, compared to the first two quarters 

of 2007 (T, 71-78). 

11. Lu concedes that it took about a year to rebuild the sales department after petitioners were 

terminated. In fact, revenue increased from 2006 to 2007 (T, 78-85). 

As the parties could not resolve their dispute arising from John and Abraham’s termination and 

their desire to either buy out Lu and Fan or vice versa, this proceeding to dissolve Elite was 

commenced. In turn, Lu and Fan answered the petition and counter petitioned to purchase the 

petitioners’ share in Elite at fair value (Px 3) (T, 86). In their answer, Lu and Fan alleged that 

John and Abraham “had little or nothing to do with any increase in sales at Elite” (Px 3, pp 5,12). 

This allegation contradicts Lu’s testimony at this hearing that he viewed John and Abraham as 

important to the success of Elite4 (T, 87-93). 

Abraham testified that he first met John, while the two worked at Candle Business Systems, 

another copier vendor. Abraham was a sales manager at the time; he joined Candle Business 

Systems in 1999, but had worked with another vendor before 1999. John joined Abraham in 

2001. Abraham’s duties at the time were to recruit and train sales staff and sell copiers. John 

worked directly under Abraham. Abraham leR his employment in 2003, concluding he was not 

being Compensated for the amount of work he and his sales team was bringing to business, noting 

that his sales team’s efforts represented 18 to 24% of that company’s revenue. Thus, Abraham 

and John join forces and started their consulting business, Q.V. (T, 352-355,374-375). 

Eventually, John met Lu and thereafter Abraham was introduced to Lu and Fan, the discussions 

among all of them centered on Abraham and John bringing more business to Elite and eventually 

building up the sales department (Abraham’s testimony with respect to the initial introduction and 

subsequent employment as sales manager mirrored Lu’s testimony). Abraham thought that with 

his sales experience he could build up Elite’s sales department. He joined Elite in late April 

2003. He worked without a formal written agreement, but there was an oral understanding of 

12. 

13. 

14. 

It appears that Lu now argues (contradicting his own pleading) that the petitioners were 
important to Elite’s success and that in view of this importance the Court should weigh his 
expert’s opinion regarding a “key person discount’’ as to the valuation of Elite. Should the Court 
credit the expert’s testimony (ignoring Lu’s sworn answer and counterclaim) then the value of 
Elite (which Lu and Fan seek to purchase from John and Abraham) would be less than that 
proposed by John and Abraham. 

4 

5 



Abraham’s duties and obligations and, in turn, Lu and Fan agreed to certain Compensation. Later 

on, John joins Abraham and the two worked exclusively in the sales department of Elite. A year 

later the four entered into the written agreement (June 2004) (Rx A) and in consideration of their 

contributions to Elite, John and Abraham would receive a 49% interest in Elite (T, 356-360,3 77- 

379). 

15. Abraham, along with John, overhauled the Elite sales department. In July 2003, John joins the 

sales department. At the time they joined Elite, it had two staff persons and no manager in the 

sales department. Elite had only the New York office, Abraham described the business premises 

as in shambles with no functional bathroom, etc., and with no more than five to ten employees. 

The two redesign the Elite mark, reworked the pricing structure, negotiated with leasing 

companies over rates, discussed purchases with manufacturers, recruited and trained staffto bring 

in customers. Abraham described the efforts he engaged in at the time he joined, hiring new staff, 

technicians, changing the Elite website, cards, etc. He had staff come to work early (7:OO A.M.), 

and attend working meetings and new training procedures. With his efforts, sales increased and 

business expanded. In 2004, Elite opened a second office on Long Island and in 2005 opened 

the WestChester Ofice. Abraham maintains John and he had a role in opening the Long Island 

and Westchester offices, that is, the sales aspect of the operations. Abraham also traveled to the 

ofices once a week, whereas John managed the Westchester office for about one year before Lu 

replaced him with Sue in 2005 (T, 41-43). John returned to the New York office in 2005. 

Sudan0 managed the Long Island office from the start. The sales approach implemented by 

Abraham focused on capturing market share and decentralized Elite’s ofice operations from one 

place to three places. Abraham recruited locally, cutting travel time and optimizing contacts 

between the local sales staf€ and customers. By the end of 2005, the entire sales staff for Elite 

ranged between 20-25 people (T, 360-368,405410). 

In the later part of 2005, Abraham’s role at Elite began to change. Returning from vacation, 

Abraham wanted to make changes to the sales sM, “certain people weren’t producing.” But, his 

requests (termination, probation, etc.,) were rejected by Lu. He noted to his unhappiness in the 

hiring of Sue and her management of the Westchester office. In addition, the pricing factors and 

structures were taken away from him by Lu; calculations were generally calculated by Abraham, 

16. 

6 



but that authority was also taken away (T, 368-372,379-381). 

In or about the fust quarter of 2006, Abraham, John and Lu had discussions about the business 

“because it [did not] seem like [they could] work together” (T, 373). Discussion went back and 

forth as to who should buy out who, but Abraham and John were told by Lu that he was 

interested in selling to them because Fan was ill and he thought it was beneficial that Abraham 

and John take over Elite. Abraham recalled that price was discussed and Lu offered to sell Elite 

for about $8 million, which meant that Abraham and John had to come up with about $4 million. 

He maintains that the two went out and looked for financing and “managed to raise $4 million 

or [got] a coI11ITLitment” and John offered in writing the $4 million. Abraham maintains that at 

that time Lu rejected the offer, stating he was not interested in selling Elite. Abraham turned 

around and asked Lu to buy the petitioners out for the same price (T, 373). 

On or about July 17,2006, Abraham received an email that he was being terminated by Elite 

(Lu). He recalled being informed that his services were not required and that he stay away from 

Elite ofices unless he got approval (T, 369 -372). 

Abraham maintains that sales the first quarter of 2006 were down because the sales team was not 

motivated due to the way Lu was running Elite; Abraham recalled not receiving any profit shares 

in early 2006. He had check signing authority, but by 2006, that too, was taken away by Lu. He 

also attributes the lower sale revenue to the business cycle in the first quarter compared other 

quarters (T, 381-386). 

Abraham identified his verified petition and therein the averment that Lu and Fan’s control of 

Elite caused and continues to cause substantial and irreparable damage to Elite that included, 

among other things, key employees of the company (Rx K, 7 9). But, noted that he considered 

all employees key personnel. Elite was dependent on Abraham to create the necessary 

infrastructure and “once that was set, people made the company.” Abraham believes his 

contribution did not mean that once he left, Elite would disintegrate. But, he did agree at his 

deposition that the success of Elite was dependent upon his role as well as the role played by John 

in sales and that once they were terminated, Elite was adversely affected by the terminations (T, 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

386-395). 

2 1. John testified on his own behalf; his testimony mirrored the testimony by Abraham (T, 4 13434). 
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LL 
22. 

23. 

John noted to the conversations that Abraham, Lu and he engaged in that surrounded the 

potential purchase of Elite. He recalled short meetings in early and middle of 2006. He reiterated 

Abraham’s version of the initial discussion (not working well together and Fan being ill), 

followed weeks later with detail discussions that centered on whether Lu wanted to sell Elite or 

take over its management. He recalled that during this time the parties discussed valuation of 

Elite and that Lu would sell the company for $8 million. John and Abraham went out for 

financing and by the second quarter (April 2006) identified funding sources to buy out Lu and 

Fan for about $4 million ( 5  1% share). He conveyed this understanding in an email to Lu, Fan 

and Abraham, dated April 24,2006 (px 2) (T, 415-430). 

Testimony of R esponde Qts ’ Exuert 

Martin Lieberman provided expert testimony on valuation on behalf of respondents Lu and Fan 

(“Lieberman”). He is a Certified Public Accountant, an Accredited Business Valuator, and a 

member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”). He has been 

valuating businesses since 1998 (Rx J [exhibit 111). He is a partner of the accounting fm, 

Weiser LLP, a large accounting firm with offices in New York (T, 101-1 1 1). 

In his report (Rx J) consisting of approximately 27-pages with exhibits, Liebeman opines on the 

value of Elite as of August 16,2006. The information provided to him by Elite to form h ~ s  

opinion and incorporate by reference in his report were financial statements prepared for the years 

ending 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006 (Rx J [exhibits 5-71). He also relied on Elite’s tax 

returns for 2002,2003,2004,2005 and 2006 (T, 11 7-1 18). He read the deposition testimony of 

his clients, Lu and Fan, and conferred with them on more than one occasion. Lastly, he relied on 

and reviewed trade materials and treatises as well as other resource data, Ibbotson 

Associates Cost of Capital Yearbook(stocks, bonds, bills and inflation) for 2006, to obtain 

“statistics on risk amounts, risk rates . . . publicly traded companies” and other data, such as, Pratt 

Stats (Rx J [exhibit 93) and Economic Research Institute Data (“ERI”) (Rx J [exhibits 8 and 12, 

re: salary levels for vice presidents, sales managers, CFO, and Presidents of companies]; See ~ S Q ,  

T, 175-176 [Appendix C [Sources of Inf~rmation]).~ He used all of the above to analyze the 

Lieberman did not spell out all of his “source data” noting during his examination, 
noting to his reliance on IBES study on industry growth rates as well as his reliance on other 
source data with respect to his opinion on key person discount (T, 238-240). Tinkelman 
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salaries, compensation and cornmissions paid to Lu, Fan, John and Abraham from 2002 to 2006 

(Rx J [exhibit lo]) (T, 119-125). 

Based on all of the above, Lieberman has an opinion as to the valuation of Elite as of the 

valuation date. h order to do so, he applies a “capitalization of earnings method” to this “very 

small company” (Elite). He notes that an investor in a long-arm transaction (unlike discussions 

between Lu, John and Abraham -which is far fiom a long-arm transactions6), an investor looks 

for a fair return and in order to determine the value of a small company - such as Elite- certain 

factors are considered and weighed. Thus, Liebeman analyzed Elite’s cash flow in the last few 

years to extrapolate fiom that data that will give an investor a fair assessment of what Elite’s 

future cash flow. However, Lieberman does not use the 2004 and 2005 years as predictors. 

Instead, he weighs the 2005-2006 years and based on the same opines on the cash flow for the 

company, although the valuation date for Elite as of August 16,2006 (T, 126-128). 

I note the valuation date is as of August 16,2006 and should not include information from that 

date after? Thus, the tax information relating to revenue from August 16, 2006 and forward 

should not have any role in the valuation of Elite as of August 16, 2006. But, Liebeman felt 

otherwise, he opined that he weighed the entire 2006 because the “service revenue would only 

be booked at the end of the year; so to cut off in midyear you wouldn’t be capturing all the 

service revenue that should have been recorded for the year or deferring the service revenue that 

was recorded because that service revenue anticipated future service’’ (T, 179). 

24. 

25. 

confmed IBES is used in the industry (T, 5 15). IBES is an acronym for Institutional Brokers’ 
Estimate System and is a service that tallies available information about earnings forecasts made 
by investment analysts for publicly traded companies. Tinkelman did not use IBES because he 
opines found a relevant and reliable source, Ibbotson Associates Cost of Capital Yearbook. 
Moreover, Tinkelman did not know that Liebeman was using IBES data until he testified at the 
hearing, noting that Lieberman did not acknowledge IBES in report nor mentioned it in his 
deposition testimony-which Tinkelman reviewed in preparing his report (T, 5 16,607-608). 

John and Abraham fail in their attempt to have the Court weigh any aspect of their 
discussion with Lu for the purchase of his interest. The discussions between them was far from a 
long-arm transaction and clearly motivated by personal bias and self-interests. In short, I give no 
weight to the parties’ discussion regarding the petitioners’ attempt to buy-out Lu, which was 
rejected. Thus, any consideration by petitioners’ expert (Tinkelman) on the “discussions” 
between the parties to support his valuation of Elite is of no real moment. 

that post-dates August 16,2006. 
But, reaching that value he weighs and considers revenue and other financial material 

9 
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26. Moreover, although from late 2005 through July 2006, Lu and Fan were disputing over 

management and other issues with John and Abraham, coupled with the fact that in the first two 

quarters of 2006 the sales revenues were down, which Lu and Fan attributed to purposeful 

conduct on the part of John and Abraham, Lieberman found that the 2006 revenue flow was “a 

good representation of the life cycle of the company.”8 Hence, he considered and weighed the 

revenue data for 2005 and 2006. He weighed both years 2005-2006 “equally” and combined 

them, averaged them together, and “came to a free cash flow of $249,760.00” (T, 128-129). In 

fact, Lieberman did not actually average “cash flow.” He conceded that he averaged EBITDA 

(expenses before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) “as proxy for cash flow” (T, 220- 

222; Rx J, pp 20-2 1 [Appendix D]). 

However, reaching cash flow required whether normalizing the cash flow was required. Here, 

Lieberman considered the salaries paid to Lu, Fan, John and Abraham (salaries and commissions 

paid either to the four directly or to companies they personally controlled as well as payments to 

relatives). Liebeman normalized some of the payments, recapturing them and adding them to 

the company cash flow. But, he opined that based upon reliance on data (EM survey) he 

understood that the market rate for salaries and commissions revealed the parties were paid more 

than persons in similar positions in the industry. Liebeman took the difference that he 

determined was beyond compensation (deeming them excess payments) and added the sum back 

to Elite’s earnings on the “concepts . . . that these amounts paid are truly dividends” (T, 153- 

155).9 

As to the John and Abraham’s earnings for 2006, Liebeman took all of the earrings and added 

them back to Elite’s income. Liebeman opined that he did this having the understanding from 

deposition testimony that the two gave less than 100% of heir work effort to Elite in 2006 and 

27. 

28. 

It was clear to the Special Referee that respondents’ expert Liebeman’s consideration 
of the 2006 revenue was premised more on consideration of the low revenue for the purpose of 
“lowering” the value of Elite as opposed to a neutral observation of revenue not impacted by the 
course of conduct o f  the parties, e.g., 2004 and 2005 as opposed to 2006 (discussed, infra). 

But, unlike petitioners’ expert, Liebeman treats a large amount of the commissions 
paid to the companies, compensation paid to relatives, as reasonable “industry compensation” 
thereby impacting the “earnings” of Elite and, thereby, resulting in a lower valuation (see, G.R., T, 
626-627) (or vice -versa, petitioners’ expert’s reduced the compensation and commissions and 
thereby impacts the valuation, thus, increasing the valuation of Elite). 

10 



that not knowing how to split the work up between what he understood as market and what was 

actually paid, he simply eliminated all of the earnings paid to John and Abraham. He put back 

approximately $192,000.00 (T, 156-157; Rx J [exhibit D, p 11). He did not do the same for Lu 

and Fan. In normalizing the earnings, Liebeman relied on the ERI swvey (T, 158). 

Based on this cash flow, Lieberman testified that the investor will then determine what are the 

risk factors that must be considered to determine the true value of the $249,760.00 cash flow. 

He summarized the risk variables he weighed in reaching a valuation: (1) Elite was a small 

company; (2) John, Abraham, Lu and Fan are or were key officers and salespersons that caused 

the growth from $1.6 million in 2002 to more than $8 million in 2005 and about $6.0 million in 

2006; and (3) Elite is a sales-lease service company with no manufacturing base. He opines that 

these risk factors are important to his valuation of Elite as of August 16, 2006 (among other 

considerations noted in his report), that is, what an investor would put on the table to buy the 

company. In order to determine the capitalization rate (the risk rate), Liebeman considers all 

of the above risk factors as well as other risk and industsy data. D e t e r m a g  the capitalization 

rate is basically the task of going fiom “net cash flow” that he has also tax affected, to “value.yy 

29. 

(T, 130-131). 

30. Lieberman opined that earning $249,760.00 is also subject to a tax. He applied a 25% tax rate 

on the theory that the income would be treated as such for a S-Corporation BS opposed to a C- 

Corporation that is taxed at the 40% tax rate (federal, state and city). Liebeman asrives at a 3a.x 

affected” cash flow rounded to $187,000.00 (25% x 249 = 186,750) and fiom that amount begins 

his analysis of the capitalization rate, that is, the risk factors associated with the ownership of 

Elite and achieving the cash flow of $1 87,000.00 (T, 13 1-132). 

First, Liebeman incorporates the risk bee component of 20-Year Treasury Bills or the “equity 

risk premium” of 7.1% (T, 144). He then weighed Elite’s size (small) to other companies in the 

same line of business which are much larger with stocks traded on the open market. He 

concludes that due to size and illiquidity, there is a risk component and relying on his data 

material from Ibbotson Associates Cost of Capital Yearbook, he determines a rate of return for 

small companies. He adds a “small size” risk rate on the equity risk premium (T, 146-147 

[relying on a tenth decile, subpart A and rejecting subpart B companies based on his opinion that 

3 1, 
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Elite was much stronger than subpart B-companies, much healthier])”. Lieberman does not end 

there. He adds additional risk factors specific to Elite (T, 132-1 34). 

Second, upon his review of the fmncials, reliance on tax returns, and consideration of the 

representations made by Lu and Fan, Lieberman concludes that John and Abraham were key 

persons to the success of Elite and, thus, a key person discount is applicable (T, 160-161). He 

concludes that replacing the two was not an easy task, unlike large companies, he opines that the 

contributions by John and Abraham during their tenure were material to cash flow and, hence, 

impacts on Elite’s valuation. He concludes that their departure from Elite was difficult for Elite 

and that the two were hard to replace - relying on Lu’s testimony that it took about a year to find 

competent sales managers comparable to Abraham and John. Thus, the difficulty in replacing 

the two costs a lot and impacted revenue and the bottom line for Elite. Liebeman opines that an 

“additional risk premium” o f  6% should be added”. 

But, Lieberman testified he was unaware of any specific efforts undertaken by Lu or Fan or Elite 

to replace John and Abraham from the date of their termination to the date he generated the report 

(Rx J). Yet, he maintains that his opinion on a key person discount stands regardless of the 

replacement of John or Abraham on the very date of their termination, opining that his valuation 

takes into account the risk of a key person and that the same exists whether the key person is 

there or not (T, 193-1 99). He “almost always” applies a key person discount to closely held 

businesses, which “by their nature depend on the services of key individuals to sustain their 

revenue stream” (T, 245). 

Lieberman opined I based on what he learned fiom Lu and Fan - that John and Abraham were 

key employees who were material to Elite’s sales growth. This opinion is premised on what was 

told to Lieberman by the respondents. Lieberman ignores the pleadings verified by Lu that 

32. 

33. 

34. 

lo  Lieberman went on to opined that reliance on subpart B companies would decrease the 
value of Elite (T, 147). 

” Ouery: is a key person discount factored in a discount for lack of marketability? 
Lieberman’s original opinion includes a key person discount, but did not consider a lack of 
marketability discount. At the hearing, Lieberman was allowed to orally modify h s  report to 
include a discount for lack of marketability. It seemingly appears to the fact finder that the key 
person discount is factored into a lack of marketability discount and to include both in this 
instance is double counting (discussed, infra, CON CLUSIONS 0 F LAW). 
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contradicts this very representation, that is, the petitioners were not material to the increase of 

sales of Elite (Px 3, pp 5 ,  12). In fact, ironically, Liebeman testified he never read the pleadings 

verified by his clients (T, 173-174, 186). 

Learning that his clients’ verified pleading averred John and Abraham had little or nothing to do 

with any increase in the value of Elite due to their direct efforts, either in the New York ofice on 

the Long Island Ofice, Lieberman is steadfast in his opinion that the two are still considered key 

men in the business (T, 199-205) because revenue increased during the petitioners’ tenure with 

Elite. He noted that the rate of sales for Elite from January to July 2006, before John and 

Abraham were terminated compared to the rate of sales of Elite from August 2006 to December 

2006, after termination was similar. Yet, the comparison made no difference to Liebeman, and 

he could not “respond to [the] question” (T, 209-210)12. 

In all, Liebeman opines that there is a 25% “composite risk rate” associated with achieving the 

cash flow he projects for Elite (T, 134, 148-149). 

Lieberman then subtracts from this rate the “long-term growth rate” for Elite (termed the “Gordon 

Growth Model”I3). He relies on data material that provided him with multiples in the industry 

that Elite competes in to determine the long term sustainable growth rates, s, inflation, state of 

35. 

36. 

37. 

This testimony is reason for the Special Referee to treat Lieberman’s report as suspect 
(discussed, infra) and supports the wise conclusion that paid experts are in most instances alter 
egos of their clients. But, reliance on expert witnesses has become second nature in civil 
litigation as more and more cases involve issues that depend on expert knowledge for resolution. 
The use of party expert witnesses is always suspect. In 1848, in his Treatise on the Law of 
Evidence, Judge John Pitt Taylor wrote “[plerhaps the testimony which least deserves credit with 
a jury is that of skilled witnesses ... [I]t is often quite surprising to see with what facility, and to 
what extent, their views can be made to correspond with the wishes and interests of the parties 
who call them” (Samuel R. Gross, Expert Evidence, 1991 Wisconsin Law Rev., 11 13,1114). 

Most experts’ views “can be made to correspond with the wishes of the party who calls 
them” and is attributable to the unfettered ability of the attorneys who retain them to direct, 
control and shape their testimony (Stephen D. Easton, m i t i o n  for the Sb oot-out with the 
Hired Gun’s fired CY un: a PropoSal for Full Expert Witness Digdosure, 32 Ar iz  St Law Journal, 
465 [Summer 20001 ). 

experts to obfuscate issues ... giv [ing] one side an unfair advantage,” and the “evidentiary 
stalemate” that “results from conflicting testimony, with each expert’s opinion counteracting that 
of the other. The court is left with no guidance whatsoever” (Andrew MacGregor Smith, U s i ~ g  
Inlpart ial Experts i a f l  roach, 35 Wrn & Mary Law Rev. 1241, 
1244 [Spring 19941). 

company, or its stock, based on a future series of dividends that grow at a constant rate. The 
model seeks to provide the present value of future dividends. 

I2 

Using party-controlled experts has its shortcomings, such as, “the ability of partisan 

l 3  The Special Referee understands the Gordon Growth Model determines the value of a 
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the economy, state of the industry of copiers, services, leasing and sales and how those factors 

are weighed to determine Elite’s future growth in the industry. Lieberman concludes that Elite’s 

annual growth rate was 4.0 %, comparing its growth with large public corporations, like KON. 

He opines the 4.0% is reasonable as the copier indusby is contracting, there is competition in the 

field, and there are less copiers coming onto the market, coupled with technology advances and 

the like. Thus, he subtracts the 4.0% fiom the 25% risk premium and concludes that Elite has 

a capitalization rate of 21% or a multiple of 4.8 under his market value analysis. However, 

Lieberman capitalizes the following year’s cash flow at 1.04 times his proforma cash flow and 

arrives at a value for the whole company of $927,68 1 .OO (T, 135-1 39). 

Lieberman compares the multiples of giant, public corporations in the same industry; he does the 

same comparison with private companies (Rx J) and using their “enterprise value” (E.V.s”) and 

expenses before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (“EBITDA”), to measure those 

companies’ values that includes debt and equity, realizes IKON has a 5.9 value rating (T, 150- 

15 1). Lieberman opines that his rating for Elite at 4.8 is reasonable as it has to be lesser than 

LKON, a large public company. He compared Elite to another company, DANKA. However, 

DANKA had no multiple because that company lost money in 2005-2006. Lieberman also noted 

XEROX and CANON, but excluded the two as also manufacture copiers. Lieberman testified 

that he compared private companies, much smaller than IKON, but rejected their multiples of 

value on various grounds: sales were negative; small than Elite; EBITDA percent were 

ambiguous andor negative; and spread out in different parts of the United States (T, 140- 144; 

3 8. 

Rx J, pp 22-25). 

39. Lieberman concedes that IKON had revenue for the last 12 months of $4.4 billion and DANKA 

had revenue for the same period of $1.2 billion (T, 150), hardly comparable to Elite’s 2005 

revenue of a mere $8.0 million. But, Liebeman opines that in view of the distinctive fact, Elite 

is not in anyway similar to IKON and DANKA and, hence, he applies a specific company 

assessment. He noted the following: (1) Elite had no in depth management; (2) no name 

recognition; (3) dependent on sales persons; (4) products by Elite do not sell by name only, that 

is , IKON or DANKA have market value in the name brand, clearly absent in Elite; and ( 5 )  Elite 

is simply a sales, service, leasing company and revenue is derived by sales marketing, leasing and 
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40. 

41. 

42. 

servicing with the customer. Therefore, Liebeman opines the risk associated with Elite is much 

higher than risk associated with IKON or DANKA. Accordingly, he concludes the multiple 

assigned to Elite of 4.8 is reasonable compared to the multiple he assigns to IKON of 5.9 (T, 

15 1-1 52). 

Lieberman also weighed the risk of Elite’s relationship with SAVIN, a manufacturerhpplier in 

the digital copy industry. He understood Elite was authorized to sell SAVIN products ( he also 

understood Elite represented CANON products and RICOH products were also sold) (Px 4 

[exhibit 101) and he considered the risk of SAVIN cutting off Elite’s ability to sell its product. 

Thus, this was one of the elements he weighed for company specific risk that he weighed in his 

valuation of Elite, but he also weighed the competition in the industry, particularly in the New 

York area (T, 152-1 53,246-25 1, 486-488).14 

Lieberman orally amended his report to include a marketability discount (noting that petitioners’ 

expert included a marketability discount in his report)”. He opined that Elite is so small that it 

would be difficult to sell because of illiquidity. Hence, he applied an illiquidity discount - as 
testified at his deposition. Lieberman applies a 25% lack of marketability discount. He reaches 

this result based on his consideration of the dividend payment history of Elite (T, 158-168). 

Thus, based on all of the above, Liebeman values Elite as of August 16,2006 at $1,076,253 .OO 

of which 49% is valued at $527,240.00. Hence, he opines that the petitioners’ interest in Elite 

is $527,240.00 (Rx J) (factoring in his analysis, coupled with the marketability discount and an 

added $80,000.00 to Elite’s 2005 EBITDA to account for “additional normalization” (see also, 

l4 Confusingly, Lieberman refers to an “ income value approach” in his analysis, but was 
not aware whether the “ income value approach” is also known in the industry as the “investment 
approach.” He has no such understanding nor does he consider an “investor” in his income 
approach analysis (but see, Quill v Cathedral Corp., 21 5 AD2d 960 [income approach” is also 
known as “investment approach”) (T, 205-208). 

I reject petitioners’ objection to Liebeman’s oral modification of his report on the 
witness stand. There is no surprise or prejudice. Liebeman did not include a lack of 
marketability discount as he understood the report was premised on “fair value as the term is 
defined, meaning, no marketability or minority interest discounts, but rather a pro rata allocation 
of a value to a shareholder” (T, 159). Although Lieberman over looked an important aspect of 
the valuation, does not deem Lieberman unqualified to give an opinion. Similarly, the absence of 
any “certification” in valuation by Tinkelman does not disqualify him as an expert in valuation- 
respondents’ disparate attempt to do so is rejected (bussed, infra; see also, Resp., Memo of 
Law). 
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Resp., Memo of Law). 

a Testimov-v qf Petitioners’ fixpert 

43. Daniel Tinkelman (“Tinkelman”) was called as petitioners’ expert; he is a Certified Public 

Accountant and was a Professor of Accounting at Pace University for eleven years. Currently, 

he is a Professor of Accounting at Hof&aUniversity. He is a graduate of Harvard College (BA), 

S U N Y  Albany (M.S.) and NYU (Ph.D.,) all three degrees are in accounting. Before academia, 

Tinkelman worked in accounting (Arthur Anderson Co.; WPP Group; and consulting). 

Tinkelman has no specific certification in valuation of businesses, but was once retained to value 

a telephone-card company. He has taken Continuing Education Courses in valuation and has 

taught aspects of it in academia. He is also a member of AICPA and New York State Society of 

Certified Public Accountants. Tinkelman identified his report and in general opines that the value 

of Elite as of August 16,2006 was approximately $7,946,000.00, more than $6.8 inillion above 

the valuation by Lieberman. Tinkelman opines that petitioners’ share in Elite is valued at 

approximately $3,893,540.00 (px 4) (T, 255-281, 438-439).16 

44. Thkelman’s report used similar methodologies as Liebeman, but their numbers differ. 

Tinkelman considered three approaches in valuation: (1) asset approach; (2) earnings power 

approach or the “ income value approach” or “investment value approach”; and (3) market value 

approach. Neither expert used the asset approach. Both used the income value approach. 

Tinkelman also used the market approach, giving more weight to the former (66%) and less to 

the latter (33%)”. In his market approach, he use similar market multiples as Liebeman’s sanity 

check, but he used multiples of pretax income and one of revenue (T, 283-290). 

45. Tinkelman noted that Lieberman’s income value approach is comparable to Tinkelman’s 

income value approach, as both used the same data sources, such as, Gordon Growth Model and 

l 6  Tinkelrnan has been retained by the law firm of ,Allegaert Berger & Vogel LLP on 
many occasions and over the years earned substantial income from prior case assignments (439- 
446) and regards professional relationship with the law firm important. But, maintains his 
opinion is not impacted by his prior assignments and payments received thereunder (T, 599-600). 
In fact, what is important to the fact finder - and absent here- is any evidence that payment of 
Tinkelman’s fee is contingent upon the estimate of value he places on Elite. 

Liebeman testified that he did not materially use the market approach, but indeed 
weighed it and used it as a sanity check as to the reasonableness of his use of the income value 
approach, u, IKON market comparable versus Elite, etc. 
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Ibbotson Associates to build up a discount rate and arrive at a growth rate. Both use some 

measure of earning power, but both differ as to the numbers used in the formulas to arrive at the 

final valuation. However, Tinkelman does not use the same measurement for earnings capacity, 

noting that Lieberman measured Elite’s earnings capacity by considering EBITDA, whereas 

Tinkelman’s measurement is net income (T, 33 1), and in the end the two make their respective 

normalization adjustments (adjusting salaries, benefits, expenses, etc., ) by using either EBITDA 

or net income to arrive at earnings capacity (T, 285-286,33 1). 

Tinkelman did a better job in explaining the difference between the use of EBITDA and net 

income in the valuation analysis.’8 Tinkelman noted that Lieberman’s use of EBITDA allowed 

46, 

him to avoid consideration of interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization since EBITDA is 

earnings before interest, taxes, etc. Tinkelman noted that from 2003 to 2006, Elite had no debt 

as its revenue was service of products, sale of products and leasing of products. Hence, Elite had 

very minimal interest expense and as a S-Chapter company not subject to federal or state 

corporate tax (compared to C-Corporation that has two layers of tax liability). Elite had little of 

fixed assets and, thus, minimal depreciation and had no intangible assets such as patents, 

copyrights and, thus, no amorhtion. Hence, Tinkelman opines that using EBITDA versus net 

income (T, 33 1) will result in different numbers - but, he also noted that the difference in the 

numbers in not a major reason for the difference in their valuations (T, 286-287). 

In preparing hs report, Tinkelman read the complaint, the agreement, and depositions of the 

parties and the accountant for Elite; he also spoke with the petitioners’ attorneys and reviewed 

the company’s hancials and tax returns. He did not personally interview the parties (T, 488). 

He did a variety of research related to his market value approach, discounts, earnings and tax 

effect. He also looked at data from Ibbotson Associates Cost of Capital Yearbook and Shannon 

Pratt as well as other data (T, 291-294,44849). 

Tinkelrnan agrees with Liebeman in adjusting compensation of the officers as part of the 

normalization adjustments. However, Lieberman adjusted the salaries for 2005 and 2006, 

whereas Tinkelman considered the salaries paid in 2004 and 2005, in calculating Elite’s earning 

47. 

48. 

Which is expected from an academic, whose is in the distinguished position of 
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capacity (Px 4, pp 17-20). Tinkelman did not use the salaries for 2006 because he understood 

that the valuation was to be based on facts known or knowable as of August 16,2006 and the full 

year 2006 would include four months after the valuation date and that as the company’s financials 

were on a cash basis he was not sure whether they were accurate, a, company records were kept 

in a QuickBook system, without beginning balances nor adjusting entries, although he expected 

to see some semblance of the same as the general ledgers were kept under the accrual basis. 

Moreover, he noted that some of the fmancial documents showed various adjusting enkes that 

were made at year end by Elite’s accountant, but could not determine how those adjustments were 

incorporated in Elite’s general. ledgers. Hence, he opined that the company’s 2006-ledgers were 

not complete and could not be relied on to give an accurate accounting (T, 304-305). 

He also weighed the fact that the 2006-tax return was not completed until after this litigation was 

started and was generated by Fan (T, 303-308). Finally, he understood that valuation in this 

instant action should exclude factors related to the triggering event of the shareholder’s dispute 

and he understood the testimony of a purported slow down in sales or excessive spending for 

entertainment, which may have affected the 2006 - data and difficult to exclude from 2006. He 

noted 2006 was a year that did not have normal features present in 2004 and 2005, particularly 

that sales fell due to - alleged by the respondents - efforts by the petitioners to suppress sales or 

interfere with sales and the sales were clearly lower in 2006 compared to 2005 (T, 309-3 11). 

Moreover, he used 2004 data (Liebeman does not) because it was recent data that was more of 

a representative sample of earnings power, noting that 2003 was a year of change with new 

shareholders, new agreement, new relationships, and little representation of earnings power (T, 

49. 

287-290). 

50. Tinkelman does not agree with Liebeman’s marketability discount of 25%, which he noted was 

not included in Liebeman’s report (apparently an oversight by respondents’ expert)”. 

l9 In respondents’ post-trial memo, the attorney makes a lengthy argument against 
Tinkelman’s qualifications as an expert in valuation (Resp., Post Trial Memo of Law, pp 3-6), 
pressing at the same time Lieberman’s superior qualifications. But, it is of no real moment. 
Tinkelman clearly dotted all of his Y’s and crossed all of his “t”s with respect to his report, 
unlike Lieberman who - allegedly is “superiorly qualified,” was absent minded when it came to 
the obvious, applying a marketability discount. He was allowed to “modify” his report on the 
witness stand to include the discount, but failed to explain if this modification impacts his key 
person discount (discussed, inpa). Tinkelman’s report required no such modification. 
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Tinkelman believes a 19% marketability discount is reasonable; referencing tax court cases 

involving small businesses and valuations of those small businesses that have tax affected 

eamings. He also noted to the differences in valuation opinions on whether one should tax affect 

S-Chapter companies such as Elite that do not pay corporate taxes. The tax cases referenced by 

Tinkelman do not impute a tax on S-Chapter company valuations and he adopts that approach 

in his valuation. He opined that in his income- approach analysis it is not appropriate in the build 

up of a risk rate (Ibbotson data) to impute taxes where as here he starts with a rate on federal 

securities that are taxable, and added in a risk factor for corporate investments from earnings that 

are taxable. Thus, it did not seem necessary or appropriate to build in a tax affect (T, 293-297). 

In his valuation, Tinkelman weighed Elite’s non-financial infomation that he found relevant to 

risk factors and earnings power. He considered Elite’s history (1 3-years) with no sale of stock 

(other than an agreement to convey 49% to the petitioners), in his market value approach; the 

regional business of Elite; the leasing, selling and servicing of office copiers and other equipment; 

Elite’s relations with S A W  (and by extension, HCOH) products2’; ofice locations; asset or 

property ownership; and size of the company, such as employees, staff; absence of outside debt; 

and the economic environment in August 2006. In his market approach valuation, he relied on 

the same and using market data from Ibbotson Associates Cost of Capital Yearbook, and opined 

that Elite fell within a market category of companies designated under Standard Industry Code 

(“SIC Code”2’) number “504” and specifically in a subset category under SIC Code number 

“5044.” Comparing the data relating to SIC Code 5044-companies, Tinkelman extrapolates 27 

5 1. 

2o MCOH is the parent company of SAVIN. Tinkelman assumed the two are different 
and compete with each other (a parent competing with its subsidiary) (T, 562-567) (Rx C and Rx 
E). Tinkelman concedes reliance on Elite literature that it was an authorized dealer for SAVIN 
and CANON (Px 4 [exhibit lo]), but Fan’s deposition testimony is that Elite was only an 
authorized vendor for SAVIN; Abraham seemingly testified to the same. But, Tinkelrnan notes 
Elite’s website indicates that it is also an authorized CANON vendor; he also saw CANON’S 
website - noting a vendor relationship with Elite - and opines the two were reliable sources (T, 

2’ It is the Federal Government method of classifying companies and “504” SIC Code 
companies are either wholesalers or direct sellers of products and services to businesses. 
Tinkelman opines that SIC Code 504 compasses Elite and, more specifically, subset SIC Code 
“5044” (see also, Rx F; T, 467-471). He also noted that it is appropriate for valuators to use 
survey data of SIC Code 504 companies, although the 5000s digits are more specific. The former 
consists of a larger group of companies and opined it is “appropriate to use three digit codes 
when that is the best information available (T, 606-617). 

487-490). 
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52. 

53. 

companies with a growth rate of 6.80% in salesz2. He also compared the growth rates of larger 

companies that have a manufacturer branch (CANON, NCOH), noting projected domestic sales 

growths in 2006 between 12- 13%. He considered whether Elite had key customers, but noted 

no testimony revealing any particular client accounting for more than 3% of total Elite revenues 

(T, 298-303; 506-510; Px 4 [exhibit lo]). 

Noting to his cost of capital analysis23, the 27-companies in his sample had a total capital of $3 8 

billion or an average of $1.4 billion. The smallest company out of the total had $2.1 million in 

cost of capital and the largest had $1 1.3 billion. Elite’s cost of capital was “extremely small” (T, 

5841, either zero or negative. Tinkelman concedes that Elite’s capital is de minimus, but still 

opines that it is fair to compare Elite to the 27-companies (T, 583-594; Rx I, Rx NZ4). 

He concedes that IKON (Lieberman made numerous references to IKON), is a multi-billion 

dollar giant in the industry. But, noted that his report looks at public companies that were 

mentioned in the SIC Code. He recalls that IKON wm not listed within the SIC Code of 

companies, Tinkelman testified that he would have included IKON in his report had he become 

aware beforehand that it was in the same line of business as Elite. But, afterward (following his 

deposition by respondents) he did review IKON information (Rx M) and at the hearing testified 

that IKON infomation could be included in his market approach. Tinkelman explained that had 

he included KON in his report, his ‘keighed average” would have come out a “little bit lower” 

22 It is noted that the 27 - companies referenced by Tinkelman had total sales averaging 
$3 billion, whereas Elite had total sales in 2005 of $8.4 million. Tinkelman concedes the sales of 
Elite were much smaller, but he noted the smallest company in the 29-amount had sales smaller 
than Elite (but, that company was a health-care service company). Nevertheless, he opines all of 
the companies in the subset are relevant because they all fall within the subset industry that Elite 
also falls under, how reliable is affected “by the disparity in size.’’ He also notes his reliance on 
Ibbotson Associates Cost of Capital Yearbook commonly used and considered as a reliable 
source on industry statistics, and if he would have known of another data on 5044 information 
more reliable, he would use it (T, 5 12-5 14). The Yearbook noted to the 27-companies as multi- 
billion dollar companies. Tinkelman was not familiar with the 27 companies, only that these 
companies fall within the SIC Code 504 (T, 580-582), but he does not know how many are 
similar as Elite and concedes that the industry classification for Elite “5044” does not appear 
with the group sampled(T, 636, 644-646). 

23 Cost of capital is the cost of a company obtaining long-term financing for business 
either through equity or debt (T, 585). 

24 Respondents’ Exhibit N (Demonstrative exhibit) impute a 25% tax (incorporating 
Lieberman’s analysis) whereas Tinkelman does not impute a tax in his multiple. Thus, Rx N 
skews his analysis and raises an issue of weight (T, 63 1 1-633). 
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(T, 471-474,483-485). 

54. Tinkelman also noted that with respect to growth rate, Elite sells and services a product that 

businesses will continue to use for a long time; that the business it is in is not a fad business; it 

is in a business that has stable suppliers; it does leasing on a three to five year basis, thereby, 

securing continued customer relationships; it has a general pattern of sales growth in the last few 

years; the absence of outside debt; the absence of key clients; suppliers that are formidable and 

strong in the industry and resistant to bankruptcy - all are indicative of a business with less risk.2s 

He concludes that Elite compared to the companies noted under the SIC Code 504 - weighmg 

all of the above, is less riskier in his market value approach(T, 3 12-3 1 4).26 

Tinkelman concedes that his report does not note risk factors, such as, Elite’s sole vendor 

relationship or competition in the market for customers or price flexibility or technological 

advances in the business or financial resources of large, public companies competing in the field 

or the like. But, he explained that he does not specifically discuss them because he opines these 

factors do not make Elite more or less riskier than a normal company. He sees no risk with 

Elite’s vendor relationship with SAVIN, noting that SAVIN and its parent RICOH are large 

companies with huge revenue, profits and future growth. Furhermore, he does not want to 

double count risk factors that are already incorporated in other parts of his report, such as, large 

company discount factor (Tbbotson) that includes the same risk - and which he adopts in his risk 

premium (T, 620-624,654-670). 

Instead, he notes some of the very same issues with regard to his analysis as to why Elite is less 

riskier and more of any opportunity. Tinkelman opines that Elite is not hampered in its ability 

to compete in this competitive industry; he concedes it cannot have the sales of a company that 

is 100 times its size (IKON) but the hancials of Elite clearly demonstrated that from 2003 

5 5 .  

56. 

through 2006 there W ~ S  growth (T, 490-504). 

25 

During cross examination, respondents’ attorney queried whether Tinkelman considered Elite’s 
dependence on a sole supplier a risk factor. Tinkelman conceded dependence was a risk factor, but 
never specifically mentions that as a risk factor in his report. However, Tinkelman does mention the 
fact that (although there maybe a risk factor) the suppliers were strong and formidable and saw no 
future disruption, short of an assumption (T, 490-491). 

market comparables. 
26 Lieberman opines that under the market value approach Elite is more riskier than the 
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57. Tinkelman also addressed the issue of whether John and Abraham’s absence impacted sales 

revenue at Elite. He extrapolates sale figures from January to August 2006; he did the same 

exercise from August to December 2006. Comparing the full year, he opines that revenue had 

decreased from 2005. But, he noted the sale revenue of Elite products, services, leases increased 

for the full year, averaging per month $537,000.00, compared to average per month earnings 

from January to August 2006, $483,000.00. He further noted that the average sale earnings from 

August to December 2006 were $628,000.00 (px 5 [id., only]) (T, 3 10-3 12). 

He noted Abraham and John were important in the sales efforts during their tenure, but 

Tinkelman understands that Lu disputed my material importance of Abraham and John in the 

verified answer and cross petition (px 3; T, 453-455). He noted after the action was commenced 

and the parties in litigation, Lu testified at his deposition that Abraham and John were indeed 

important to the sales growth. John’s August 16,2006-affidavit was noted in the record (Rx L) 

and therein John reiterated the efforts that the petitioners engaged in the increase sales at Elite 

from 2003 to 2006, but the averment was not considered material to Tinkelman, who noted that 

he knew the petitioners were involved in the sales department and that sdes indeed increased 

while they were working at Elite. In short, John’s affidavit does not change his opinion that a key 

person discount is not applicable to Elite (T, 455-456). 

Furthermore, Tinkelman does not weigh the decrease in sales in 2006 as material because the 

inaction or action of the petitioners in early 2006 is in dispute and acknowledged by Lu. 

Moreover, Tinkelman does not believe that the decrease in sales in early 2006 was irreparable, 

but temporary and certainly had no material affect in Elite’s earnings power. Moreover, the 

corporate action to which the shareholders’ dissent should be excluded from affecting the 

valuation and he opines that the inaction or actions of the petitioners in the first quarter caused 

the decrease in early 2006, thus, it should not be considered. Finally, he concedes there is a risk 

factor that one must consider with employees, such as, Abraham and John, but Tinkelman opined 

that the petitioners’ area of employment consists of 1,000s or 100s of companies that employ 

sales managers and it would be possible to find other people (T, 456-466). 

He noted that small companies have relatively small staff and the size premium he used in 

arriving at the discount rate incorporates a key person discount factor. Moreover, he is unsure 

58 .  

59. 

60. 
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how one can measure a key person in Elite, as it is a small company and, lastly, the company 

pew over the time the John and Abraham were employed suggests that Elite became more of an 

institution and less dependent on the efforts of any one manager. Nevertheless, Tinkelman 

opines that the key person discount, if any, is captured in the other factors that he has weighed 

to arrive at the discount rate, that is, the risk premium (T, 335-336). 

In his analysis of Elite’s financial and tax return information and data that he weighed in his 

income value approach analysis, Tinkelman sought to get a range of Elite’s earnings power as of 

August 16,2006 and the best information is past information. His primary source of information 

was the tax returns and the information gleaned therefrom, but only up to August 16,2006. The 

company’s fmancials and accounting records were used in conjunction with the above analysis. 

However, unlike Liebeman, who apparently did not review Elite’s 1099 forms, Tinkehan 

discovered another $80,000.00 in compensation paid out, but recorded in a 1099 form. This 

$80,000.00 went unnoticed by Liebe~man~~ (T, 537-538). Tinkelman used this information in 

his estimated normalized adjustment of Elite income. In his repod, Tinkelman charts out his 

recommendation for normalized adjustment in order to properly apply the income value 

approach. He noted that he made four specific adjustments: (1) excess compensation of officers; 

(2) compensation to relatives; (3) commissions paid to shareholder companies; and28 (4) 

miscellaneous perks, benefits, etc. For example, his review of the records indicated that several 

companies were paid commissions or received payments, but owned by one particular 

shareholder (all four of them). The difference between Tinkelman’s review and adjustments, 

61. 

Again, I reiterate the completeness of Tinkelman’s report (dotting his ‘(i”s and crossed 
all of his Y s  ), and, hence, a complete analysis of valuating Elite - a second “feather in his hat”- 
to support the finding that he us ualified to give an opinion on valuation. In fact, respondents’ 
attorney’s adopts as his own, Tin 1 elman’s finding of an additional $80,000.00 in compensation 
that should be adjusted to normalize income (Resp., Post-Trial Memo of Law, pp, 13,22). 
Ironically, respondents’ attorney is more than happ to incorporate Tinkelman’s marketability 
discount analysis - but at a higher percentage- and I 80,000.00 adjustment to normalize income as 
if these two suggestions were proposed by respondents’ “qualified expert.” Ironically, in the 
same vein, the very attorney presses the contention that Tinkelman is not qualified to give an 
opinion on valuation. No good deed goes unpunished! (italics added for emphasis). 

2a Tinkelrnan noted that, s, Fan claimed to be an officer in charge of accounting was 
reported to have been paid “commissions,” but the expert noted that it is unusual for a C.F.O., to 
be paid commissions and, thus, the “fact that respondents’ documents labeled certain things as 
profit distributions made [him] believe they were not operating expenses” (T, 625). He also 
noted check ledgers that listed payments in round amounts paid to four different companies listed 
by respondents as being personal companies (T, 625). 
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compared to Lieberman, is that the former shows normalized adjustments for 2003 through 2006, 

whereas Lieberman covers only 2005 and 2006 (T, 3 15-321). 

Regarding his reference to miscellaneous and perks, Tinkelman opined that he normalized those 

adjustments to income of costs that would be incurred once and would not be incurred if the 

business is being run on a normal basis (Px 4, pp 19-21). Tinkelman adjusted the cost incurred 

for Abraham’s vehicle, but conceded that if he understood the testimony in the record revealed 

the vehicle was used by Abraham to travel fkom office to office than it is a cost that should not 

be adjusted toward normalized income as the vehicle’s use would not be a perk or benefit (T, 

62. 

532-536). 

63, Tinkelman’s valuation focuses on 2004 and 2005, whereas Liebeman’s valuation focuses on 

2005 and 2006. However, for the 2005 year, which both experts made adjustments, their 

numbers are far apart. Tinkelman made several adjustments that added up to $723,000.00, he 

then adds back to income. Liebeman’s adjustments add back only $294,786.00; Tinkelman adds 

back $500,000.00 more to Elite’s income - he attributes the difference to Liebeman’s reliance 

on his client’s schedule (Fan) whereas Tinkelman focused on the company financials, such as, 

1099 forms, ledgers, etc. Moreover, the two took a different approach on what was considered 

normal or appropriate compensation for each year, with Lieberman’s use of a salary swvey and 

exwcting from that survey an average as representative of m appropriate compensation. 

Tinkelman simply started with the salaries of all four for 2003 and noted their titles and the 

general nature of their duties that did not change in a “quantum way” 2004 or 2005 (T, 3 19-322). 

Tinkelman adopted the cornpensation levels for 2003, but adjusted the 2004 and 2005 levels. He 

opined that the 2003-salaries were reasonable levels of compensation. Thus, the 2003-levels is 

Tinkelman’s starting point. His adoption is based on judgment and not a specific methodology; 

he premises his opinion on the compensation on his experience as an auditor of small businesses 

and his knowledge of salary and budget levels for small companies; he concedes that as an expert 

he is to rely on the most reasonable and reliable information. He believes the 2003-levels ase 

reasonable because the parties agreed to those levels and reference to the 2007- Salary Guide 

64. 
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Accounting & Financial Salaries fiom Robert Half International (Px 4 [exhibit I I 

527). 

Although payments to the four went upward, their duties and responsibilities did not change-they 

were doing the same jobs and, hence, Tinkelman concludes that a large portion of the 

compensation represented distribution of the profit of the company as opposed to appropriate 

compensation that one would be paid for doing the same job. In the end, Tinkelman adjusts 

downward the compensation and adds the excess back to income. He noted to the particular 

issue of salary for Fan; considering the Robert Half survey that encompasses salaries in the 

accounting and finance sectors - also attached to his report. Unlike Liebeman’s survey that 

encompasses salaies of chief financial officers that Liebeman found were akin to responsibilities 

engaged in by Fan, Tinkelman found Fan’s job duties were not the equivalent (and he also noted 

it was clearly relevant to weigh the absence of my degree by Fan with respect to determining 

whether her salary was too high [T, 527-5281). He compared her salary with that of a 

comptroller in the New York area, u, around $l10,000.0030. Lieberman’s compensation 

cornparables were higher and akin to chief financial oficers of large companies, G, CFO salary 

(generally with an accounting degree or other professional Certification) for 2005 at $192,000.00. 

He believes one does not have to spend $1 92,000.00 in compensation to replace Fan - regardless 

of the fact that she was the only person on staf€ (not including the company’s accountant) to 

handle all financials. But, respondents’ expert, Lieberman, agreed withmost of the compensation 

paid to the principals - or his mean average was a few thousand either below ($1 8,000.00) the 

actual payments or not far from the existing compensation levels. The resuIt WBS less 

compensation being adjusted back into income (T, 322-326,527-53 1; P x  4, p 17). 

(T, 5 17- 

65. 

29 Tinkelman could not recall whether the 2003 allocation of $10,000.00 per person was 
simply a starting point to get the business going; but he did read the deposition testimony by 
John, who stated that was the case. Nor did he know whether business valuators reject or 
endorse the use of the Robert Half Survey or whether there is a reported case by any court citing 
the reliability of the Robert Half Survey (T, 520-527). But, he noted that if the parties agreed to 
take out money when Elite was more profitable, it strengthens his opinion that the distributions 
were of profit rather than a “compensation for salary” (T, 626). Thus, he includes these 
commissions payment and similar distribution back into income as he opines it would be 
incorrect to reduce earnings power of Elite for what are essentially dividends (T, 627). 

$108,000.00 in 2006 for his services (T, 325). 
30 Tinkelman also noted that Sudano, a manager of one of the Elite offices was paid 
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66. Tinkelman’s adjustments are substantial, he noted that for 2004, the net income before 

normalizing adjustments was $246,000.00, but after normalizing adjustments [original salaries, 

excess compensation of officers, compensation to relatives, commissions paid to shareholders’ 

companies and miscellaneous perks], Elite’s normalized income was $1,104,466.00 for 2004. 

For 2005, Elite’s net income was $200,434.00, but after normalizing adjustments, the income 

increases to $957,707.00. For 2006, the effect was much less, changing from a net loss of 

$89,000.00 to a profit of $90,000.00 (up to August 31, 2006). But, Tirikelman makes no 

adjustment that imputes income tax, opining that in the mxket value approach the multiples used 

are all pretax income or sales and income value approach incorporates interest rates for federal 

debt obligations and corporate multiples that are subject to income tax (T, 329-330). 

In the end, Tinkelman averaged his 2004 and 2005 normalized income and arrived at 

$1’03 1,087.00, representing the two most reasonable full years without any %ggering event.” 

He also averaged out the normalized sales - which relate to his market value approach- for the 

two years (2004-2005) and arrived at $7,630,500.00. Thus, Tinkelman arrives at a measure o f  

earnings capacity and then applies his discount rate and a growth rate3’. He also noted to a further 

adjustment, his marketability discount (discussed, suprcr)(T, 333-335). 

In the end, Tinkelman explains that with all of the above he built up the discount rate for Elite, 

using the risk-fiee rate (like Lieberman), but arriving at a 5.08% (Lieberman arrives at 5.1%); 

adds an equity risk premium from his Ibbotson Associates Cost of Capital Yearbook and arrives 

at 7.1% u,,), that he adjusts for a small company like Elite (using the 10B Decile); he fators in 

9.83% (Liebeman used the entire Decile of 6%) and then applies his industry premium or 

discount (SIC 504 code), thus, factoring in a (-3.27%); he adds up all ofthe above and opines that 

the reasonable discount rate is 18.84%. However, Tinkelman does not apply a specific company 

risk factor, opining that Elite has no debt, continues to grow, the nature of his products (discussed, 

supra), and therefore the risk is similar or better than the larger companies in the SIC 504- 

category (T, 333-335,476-484; Px 4, pp 27-29 and exhibit G). 

He simply arrived at a lower rate than Lieberman (who arrives at the 25% discount rate, of which 

67. 

68. 

69. 

3’ In fact, like several other aspects of Lieberman’s valuation, here, too, Tinkelman 
applies the Gordon Growth Model formula -similar to Liebeman’s valuation - to obtain a growth 
rate (T, 332). 
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70. 

71. 

72. 

- .__ 

6% is attributed to a specific company risk premium and the balance of 19% from the Ibbotson 

factors. Liebeman’s 6% is approximate 1/3 higher than Tinkelman’s discount rate. Liebeman 

views Elite a third riskier than Tinkelman) (T, 334-335). 

In estimating growth of Elite, Tinkehan opines 7% whereas Liebeman pegs growth at 4%. 

Tinkelman’s growth rate is based on his study of the growth rate of CANON and SAVIN, 

primary suppliers to Elite. Their growth rates were more than 10% for the relevant period. He 

also noted that data revealed median growth in sales for the last five years at about 6.8%. 

Tinkelman suggests 7% for Elite based on the nature of the copier technology, market, clientele, 

service and leasing, etc. (discussed, supra). He rejects Liebeman’s opinion that the 4% growth 

rate encompasses the impact of John and Abraham’s departure fiom Elite; he opines the 

petitioners’ departure had no material impact on Elite’s growth rate (T, 335-337). 

He summarized his valuation approaches and the methods he used in his income value approach, 

by weighing the recurring earning power, normalized earnings, and discount rate (considering the 

risk factors and growth rate) to arrive at his Computation, an “appropriate multiple of earnings” 

of 9.1 1 and multiplying the average normalized income for 2004 and 2005 by 9.1 1 arrives at the 

value of $9,393,000.00, before he applies the 19% marketability discount (Px 4, pp 26-30), (T, 

33 7-3 3 8). 

Tinkelman’s summary i s  the same with respect to market value. He uses both income value 

approach income and market value approach so that he can capture “all relevant and reliable 

mformation” to arrive at an appropriate valuation. He opines that the data from both approaches 

are reliable and relevant, With respect to the market approach, there was no data of recent sales 

of Elite stock, so he relied on two sources: publically traded companies and private companies. 

He gleaned from three sources of data: (1) EDGAR data maintained by the SEC for public 

companies, (2) lbbotson Cost of Capital Yearbook 2006 for private companies, that gave 

multiples for companies in SIC Code 504, and (3) a private data source called DoneDeals (Px 4, 

pp 32-33)32, that included thirteen (13) private companies sold from 2001 to 2006, many 

consisting of sales ranging fiom $2 million to $20 million. He opined these 13-companies were 

32 DoneDeals data is used to support Tinkelman’s market value approach of valuation, 
attempting to find data about sales of companies similar as possible to Elite (Px 4 and Rx H) (T, 
544-546). 
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relevant to Elite (Px 4, pp 34-35). The1 3-companies are not identified in the data source (T, 546). 

He did not regard the 13 companies a small sample. He also noted the 13 companies fell under 

the SIC Code 504 (inclusive of the SIC Code subset 5040 to 5049), but, Tinkelman could not 

decipher whether any of them were similar to Elite, selling, renting and servicing office copiers, 

etc. (T, 549-55133). 

Tinkelman averaged the sources from the above data, noting that the first source of data consisted 

of larger public companies, Global Imaging, Imagine Technology, I ~ C . ? ~  and Jmagistics (Px 4 

[exhibit 61) (T, 555-556). He extrapolated from the data either the price of the company based 

on the price of its stock - either the market price on the date of valuation or the price the company 

was sold, and from that obtained a multiple. The average for all of the sources based on the 

market value approach was $1.22 of value per dollar of sales and $1 1.64 of company value per 

dollar of pretax earnings; he noted Lieberman’s multiple of sales was about $0.14 per dollar of 

share and the entire value for Elite was about $1 .O million, but after supplementing his opinion 

with a 25% marketability discount, Liebeman’s valuation is lower than 0.14 per dollar of share 

73. 

(T, 339-345). 

74. But, he noted the comparables above are much larger than Elite (Px 4 [exhibits 6, pp 9-1 l]), 

though the two are in the same business (like IKON). In the material relied on as to the above 

companies, risk factors with respect to vendor relationships, dependence, supplies, etc., were 

noted. Tinkelman reviewed that material, but does not discuss the risk factors in his report with 

respect to the possible application of the same risk factors to Elite’s business. He does not regard 

that omission from his report to be material. Tinkelman opines he does not believe the risk 

factors would OCCUT with respect to Elite, in theory it may apply, but “in terms of being something 

33 Moreover, in the same sample, Tinkelman could only compare cash flow versus 
revenue from 1 1 of the 13 Companies as well as companies that had a price over EBITDA, which 
consisted of 7 companies out of the 13 companies, both are smaller samples from the original 13 
companies (T, 553-556). But, Tinkelman noted regardless of the 7 or 11 companies, the data 
provided that all 13 companies had either negative earnings or positive earnings (T, 608-6 lo), 
and Elite never had negative operating margins (T, 61 8). 

34 Tinkelman opines that Global Imaging, Imagine Technology, Inc., is comparable to 
Elite in his market value approach although it had more than $1 .O billion in revenue compared to 
Elite’s $8.4 million and 4,230 employees of which 1,520 were sales persons (T, 556). He 
believes the Court can consider the multiples used in the above analysis in weighing the average 
therefrom and combining the same with Tinkelman’s income value approach (T, 557-559). 
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75. 

76. 

that was likely to be a problem, no.” His reasoning is that the risk factors outline in the Global 

Imaging, Imagine Technology, hc., Imagistics or even IKON, SEC filings are generally long and 

cautionary, they tend to be and “suggested by attorneys who are risk -averse.” He also opined 

(due to his familiarity in accounting and as an auditor) that there are many risk factors noted in 

the SEC reports and are included to address the market concerns of investors, regulators, etc. (T, 

494-497). 

In summary, using a sales multiple Tinkelrnan values Elite at $9,309,210.00, and using an 

earnings multipIe volumes Elite at $10,655,531.00. But, in his h a l  valuation, Tinkelman 

applied weight to both the income value approach and to the market value approach. He gave 

twice the weight to the income value approach because he felt there were “inherently” large 

factors which affect why one company may sell at a different price relative to other companies 

in the market data. He felt the income value approach had more weight Cpx 4, pp 42-45) and in 

the end comes up with a value of approximately $9,810,000.00 before applying a 19% 

marketability discount. He opines that with the discount, the value of Elite is $7,946,000.00 of 

which petitioners have a 49% interest (T, 345-346). 

Tinkelman noted his valuation is far different fiom Liebeman. Tinkelman noted that the 

difference in value lies in the following: (1) the amount of normalized earning power; (2) 

Lieberman’s use of EBITDA versus Tinkelman’s use ofnet income; (3) the use of 2004 and 2005 

by Tinkelman and Liebeman’s use of 2005 and 2006; (4) different discount rates; (5 )  different 

growth factors and rates; (6) Lieberman’s normalized earnings power imputes a tax rate of 25%, 

Tinkelman does not tax affect the normalized and (7) marketability discount of 19% 

versus 25% (T, 347-350). 

CONCLUSIONS OF 

Scone of Review/Witnesses/B_1rrCjen of ProoflRe levant Stglute 

1. The Special Referee’s query is limited by the scope of the instant reference. (Marshall v Pappas, 

143 AD2d 979 [a referee is controlled by the order of reference, and must comply with the 

direction contained therein]). 

Although, in measuring the capitalization rate, one should also consider taxes (Px 4 35 

[exhibit 14, p 171) (see also, CONC LUSIONS OF LAW,YY45-46). 
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2. There is no particular burden of proof with regard to the valuation of the paties’ interest in the 

corporations (In re Cohen pour  Way Features, Inc., 168 Misc2d 91). However, in view of the 

fact that petitioners first sought to dissolve Elite, but respondents then cross-petitioned to 

purchase petitioners’ interest at fair value, pursuant to BCL 5 1 1 18, thereby mooting the issue of 

a dissolution. Thus, at the hearing the respondents first presented their case, followed by 

petitioners’ rebuttal. Here, the respondents seek to prove the value of the corporation that favors 

their interest. They seek to demonstrate that the value of Elite is much less than suggested by 

petitioners. In turn, the petitioners presented their proof to demonskate a higher valuation 

(Prince, Richardson on Evidence 53-2 10 [Farrell, 1 1 th ed.]). Whatever the proof, each must 

demonstrate a fair preponderance of the credible evidence to support their respective claims (New 

Amber Auto Service, Inc. v New York City Environmental Control Bd., 163 Misc2d 113). 

The credible evidence means the testimony or exhibits that I as the trier of fact find to be worthy 

to be believed. A preponderance of the evidence means the greater part of such evidence. It does 

not mean the greater number of witnesses or the greater lengths o f  time taken by either side. The 

weight is the quality of the evidence, that is, its convincing quality, and the effect that it has on 

the trier of fact (57 NYJw 2 4  Evidence and Witnesses, $164; Richardson, Evidence 8 100 

[Prince 10th ed.). The weight of the evidence is also an issue to be determined by the trier of fact. 

As to witnesses, the fact that a witness may have an interest in the outcome of the litigation is 

highly material to the assessment of that witness’s credibility (65 NYJw., Witnesses, $71, pp. 

233-234; Coleman v New York City Tr, Auth., 41 AD2d 812, aflrmed 37 NY2d 137). As to a 

witness’ character, demeanor, and interest, it is the ~ e r  of fact that determines whether or not the 

testimony is colored intentionally or unintentionally by those factors (Luuria v Lauriu, 1 87 AD2d 

888, 889). The same holds true to a party of the action. 

Here, I have weighed the testimony of Abraham, John and Lu. It is widely accepted that a 

witness’ personal interest in the outcome of the litigation is a factor that must be weighed in order 

to adequately perfom the unique duty of weighmg the evidence and assessing the credibility of 

witnesses (Calandra v Norwood, 81 AD2d 650; Dobro v Village of Sloan, 48 AD2d 243, 

247-248, appeal dismissed 37 NY2d 804; Mutter ofAdirondack Hydro Dev. Corp., 205 AD2d 

925,926 [in a nonjury trid, evaluating the credibility of the respective witnesses and determining 

3. 

4. 

5.  
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which of the proffered evidence was most credible are matters committed to the trial court’s 

sound discretion]). It is the trier of fact that determines the witness’ demeanor, whether or not his 

or her testimony was colored intentionally or unintentionally by his or her interest. 

The trier of fact is at liberty to disbelieve the testimony of such witness even though it is not 

otherwise impeached or contradicted. Issues of credibility are for the trier of fact (Dominguez v 

Manhattan & Bronx Surface i?. Operating Auth., 46 NY2d 528, 534). The weight to be 

accorded to such testimony is for the ~ e r  of fact (Fassett v Fassett, 10 1 AD2d 604; Gilmore v 

Tindd, 210 AD2d 1). 

The admissibility of an expert’s testimony is a question of law and fact and subject to the 

discretion of the court (Selkowitz v County ofNassau, 45 NY2d 87). An expert’s expertise as 

well as involvement in the issues raised are probative to the reliability of that expert’s testimony 

(Greenman v Greenman, 175 AD2d 360, appealdism., 78NY2d 1124). Each expert’s testimony 

must not be merely intuitive, but based on objective facts and hisher judgment in this regard 

must be rational and based on the evidence (Matter of Luce, 4 C1 Ct. 2 12 [Cowt of Claims]; 

-, also In re Petralia, 267 AD2d 1013). 

To determine value, the court may rely upon the testimony of the expert despite a claim that the 

expert‘s method of determining the price is critically flawed (Dissolution of Funplex, Inc., 252 

AD2d 923). However, the expert’s testimony must not be merely intuitive, but based on 

objective facts and hisiher judgment in this regard must be rational and based on the evidence. 

( I n  re Petralia, 267 AD2d 1013). 

Respondents’ post-trial contention (the objection was raised at the hearing as well) that 

Tinkelman is not qualified to give an opinion on valuation is of no legal moment. This is not a 

case where the expert has never valued a business or never visited the offices or never reviewed 

the books and records m g ,  Wells v Wells, 177 AD2d 779). Respondents’ contentions go 

to weight rather than admissibility (Felt v Olson, 5 1 NY2d 977; L ‘Esperance v L ‘Espemnce, 243 

A.D2d 446,447 [“determination of a fact-finder as to the value of a business, if it is within the 

range of the testimony presented, will not be disturbed . . . where valuation of the business rested 

primarily on the credibility of expert witnesses and their valuation techniques.”]). 

Both Liebeman and Tinkelrnan are competent to opine on the issue o f  valuation of Elite. I deem 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

them qualified in the field of valuation and reject respondents’ post-trial contentions with respect 

to the learned opinion by Tinkelman. The two have divergent opinions with respect to the 

valuation of Elite, but both exhibited similar methodologies. Their respective opinions a e  

admissible, but I only give them the weight I believe they deserve (Felt v Olson, 5 1 NY2d 977). 

With respect to demonstrating a presumption of proof based on the evidence, “the party against 

whom [the presumption] is directed [has] the burden of going forward with evidence to rebut or 

meet the presumption; once sufficient evidence is introduced to rebut the presumption, it 

disappears” (Epstein & Weissenberger, New York Evidence 19964 997 Courtroom Manual 1996, 

Chap 3 - 1, at 29; Prince, Richardson on Evidence [ 1 0th ed] 5 5 8; St, Andrassy v Mooney, 262 NY 

368, aflrmed 237 App Div 859; see also, Campaign for Fiscal Equity v State of New York, 86 

NY2d 307). 

The evidence must be relevant and have the tendency to make the existence of any fact, 

value of an interest, ‘fiat is material to the determination of the action more probable or less 

probable than it would be without the evidence” (Epstein & Weissenberger, New York Evidence 

1996/1997 Courtroom Manual 1996, Chap 3-1, at 35). “Evidence is relevant if it has any 

tendency in reason to prove my material fact” (PeopZe v Lewis, 69 NY2d 32 1,325). However, 

evidence which is “evenly balanced” is insuf€icient to overcome the burden of a presumption 

(People ex rel. New York Cent. & Hudron River, R.R. Co. v PSC for the Second Dist. Of New 

York, 25 NY 241,256; Rinaldi & Sons, Inc. v Wells Fargo Alarm Service, Inc., 39 NY2d 191). 

The relevant provision of BCL 5 1 11 8) does not define “fair value” and does not set forth 

guidelines in fixing a price, but the corporation’s value should be what a willing buyer would 

offer for it as a viable enterprise in m ’ s  length transaction (In re Wult‘s Submarine Sandwiches, 

Znc. [Basile], 173 AD2d 980). 

The seminal case that construes the meaning of fair value under BCL 5 1 118 is Blake v Blake 

Agency. Inc., (1 07 AD2d 139, 146), where the Appellate Division, Second Department held that 

the “value of the corporation should be determined on the basis of what a willing purchaser, in 

an arm’s length transaction, would offer for the corporation as an operating business, rather than 

as a business in the process of liquidation” (see also, In re North Star Electrical Contracting 

Corp., 174 AD2d 373 [lst Dept 19911). 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Both experts consider the three generally accepted methods of valuation: market value, net asset 

value and investment value (also known as income approach). There are few reported cases that 

employ the first two methods with regard to closely held corporations, such as, Elite. 

Both experts reject the net asset value methodology. Net asset value usually i s  limited to 

evaluating real estate or other asset and investment holding companies (Blake v Bluke A g e n q  

Inc., 107 AD2d at 146). 

Both experts spent an inordinate amount of time on market value methodology @lxVp INGS OF 

FACT, 17 38-40,47,51,55,66-67,72-73,75). The respondents’ expert relied on it as a sanity 

test, but clearly noted that he did not believe it was applicable to the material valuation of Elite 

(FINDINGS OF FACT, 744 and footnote 17; Rx J, p 17-18 [“market value test was used to 

support Lieberman’s conclusion on income value test” . . . sales transactions [market value test] 

were deemed to be inappropriate as a proxy for value, and therefore, not relied upon . . . [and] one 

should exercise caution in attempting to establish ‘the market’ (it might not be reliable) based on 

so few transactions . . . with limited supporting data”]). 

Liebeman’s consideration of the “alternate and equally acceptable methodology of identifymg 

and analyzing publicly held and actively traded guideline companies displaying basic investment 

characteristics similar to those of Elite” was also rejected by him, “[dlue to the lack of suitable 

guideline companies, the market approach was not practicable and therefore not directly relied 

upon” (Rx J, p 18). If the data is not “directly relied on,” the Court gives it little or no weight. 

Petitioners’ expert, Tinkelman, relied on the market value approach, but gave it one-third weight 

than the investment value or income value approach (two-thirds weight). His “limited reliance” 

simply increased the value of Elite by averaging the multiple obtained fiom the market value 

approach with the multiple obtained fiom the income value approach (FIND INGS OF FACT, 

744). 

I give very little weight to the experts’ testimony on the market value approach. As noted in 

Blake, “market value is usually of little or no significance because the shares of stock [of a closely 

held corporation] are not traded on any public market,” and net asset value usually is limited to 

evaluating real estate or other asset and investment holding companies (supra 107 AD2d at 146). 

I fmd flaws in both experts’ market value multiples, not the methodology. Their market value 
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results are either flawed andor not directly relied on in their respective valuation. Lieberman 

unequivocally opines that the methodology is inapplicable to Elite, but he uses comparables to 

suggest to the Court that his income approach is reasonable (FINDmG s OF FAC T,ml40,51, 

54-55). Tinkelman’s analysis simply compares Elite to multiples that are clearly different in size 

and scope than Elite. Moreover, both experts’ private company analyzes either were rejected by 

them or consisted of a sample not identifiable. Their testimony as to market value was 

ambiguous and in many instances nebulous. Both of their market value opinions seemingly 

appeared ill-defined and vague (FINDINGS OF FACT, 1772,74). 

The third methodology, “investment value approach” or ‘‘ income value approach” is usually a 

function of the earning power of the corporation” (Blake v Blake Agency, Inc., 107 AD2d 107, 

147; Quill v Cathedral C o p ,  2 15 AD2d 960 [investment value approach is also known as 

income value approach]). In a majority of cases, this methodology provides a more accurate 

measure of the value of a going concern (Taines v Gene Barry One Hour Photo Process, Inc., 

123 Misc2d 529,534-35, afd ,  108 AD2d 630). Based upon my review of the evidence and 

consideration of the expert opinions, I fmd that the income value approach is the only one 

applicable to Elite. 

Blake (supra) provides for three variants in the income value approach: (1) a discounted income 

approach by which a multiplier based on an appropriate capitalization rate is applied to the 

corporation’s average earnings measured over a number of years, (2) a capitalization of dividends 

approach where the corporation has a history o f  paying dividends and (3) a comparative appraisal 

approach which compares the price-to-earnings ratios of publicly traded stocks in similar 

industries and financial situations (107 AD2d at 147). 

But, as noted by both experts, these valuation methods are “not all-inclusive” and the Court can 

consider other measures of corporate earnings, such as excessive compensation paid to a principal 

shareholder and the corporation’s cash flow (Raskin v Walter Karl, lnc., 129 AD2d 642 [net 

income should be adjusted by eliminating from the corporate expenses a portion of the officer- 

shareholders’ salaries that is considered excess compensation]). 

Bl&c (supra) also stands for the proposition that consideration of the various factors used by the 

Internal Revenue Service in determining the fair value of closely held corporate stock for estate 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 
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and gift tax purposes can also be applied in the instant valuation (supra, 107 AD2d at 48; citing 

Rev. Rul. 68-609 [whether the formula approach, the capitalization of eamings in excess of a fair 

rate of return on net tangible assets, may be used to determine the fair market value of the 

intangible assets of a business]). In fact, case law reveal there is “no uniform rule for valuing 

stock in closely held corporations” (Amodio v Amodio, 70 NY2d 5,7; Friedman v Beway Realty 

Corp., 87 NY2d 161, 168; In re Pace Photographers, Ltd (Rosen), 71 NY2d 737,748). 

Valuing a closely held corporation such as Elite “is not an exact science” and in this proceeding 

a “variety of evidence and methods aimed at determining the price of [petitioners’] minority 

interests . . . [in Elite] by their nature contradict the concept of a ‘rnuket’ value” (In re Seagroatt 

Floral Co. (Riccardi),78 NY2d 439,445). Therefore, valuing aparticular corporation’s stock, the 

case precedents are useful mainly for the limited purpose of identifymg basic valuation 

approaches. Such as the failing to account for excessive executive compensation (In re Walt’s 

Submarine Sandwiches, Inc. [Basilel, 173 AD2d 980) or applying a cash flow multiplier to a 

presumed industry standard rather than actual receipts or basing market value on a comparison 

with large, publicly traded companies, whose histories and corporate structures bear little or no 

resemblance to the subject corporation (Ruskin v Walter Karl, Inc., 129 AD2d 642; In re 

Seagroatt Floral Cob (Riccardi), supra 78 NY2d 439; In re Granite Broadcasting Corp., 369 BR 

120 [Bkrtcy Ct NY 20071). 

Here, I do not reject outright the reports of the experts, as I find that their opinions are relevant 

as to the income value approach for valuing Elite under BCL 5 1 11 8. But, BCL 5 11 18 and 

relevant case law charges the Court with the duty to determine fair value, and it is “free to accept 

or reject all or part of any expert’s valuation, methodology, reasoning or conclusions,” to develop 

its own valuation formula (Mejia v JMMAudubon, Inc., 1 AD3d 20 1 ; see Eenadlv Morris v 

Crawford, 304 AD2d 1018 [supreme court is vested with the authority to choose among 

conflicting expert opinions]; Chemical v Town ofEast Hampton, 298 AD2d 41 9 [supreme court 

could reasonably reject the opinion of the plaintiffs appraiser]; North Colonie Cent. School Dist. 

v State, 257 AD2d 727 [the court was properly permitted to strike the engineer’s testimony, to 

decline to adopt the main premise underlying claimant’s appraisal, and to accept an alternate 

method of arriving at a total value for the subject property by adjusting each of his comparables]). 

26. 

27. 
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28. The fact-finder’s valuation of the petitioners’ interest in Elite, “if it is within the range of the 

testimony presented, will not be disturbed . . . where valuation of the business rested primarily 

on the credibility of expert witnesses and their valuation techniques” (In re North Star Electrical 

Contracting Corp., 174 AD2d 373,374; In re Burnham (AshfordManagement Group, Inc.), 261 

AD2d 863). 

In their valuations, both experts weighed and considered Elite’s history and ownership products 

and services, vendor relationships, locations and facilities, organized structure, management, tax 

status as a S-Corporation, debt, industry considerations, supplies and customers as well as other 

miscellaneous factors (Px 4 and Rx J). 

Lieberman went further when he considered revenue generated under Abraham and John while 

they supposedly were suppressing sales in early 2006 as well as revenue after their departure from 

Elite in August 2006. Lieberman’s inclusion of 2006-revenue in his analysis of value - regardless 

of the dispute - results in a skewed analysis of value. 

As noted by Tinkelman “value should be established, excluding the impact of the actions that 

triggered the shareholder dispute” (Px 4). Tinkelman excluded both 2003 and 2006 revenues 

from consideration, noting that 2003 was a unique year wherein Elite expands to two additional 

partners who bring customer relationships from Q.V., and that 2006 was a year of 

shareholder/management upheaval that affected Elite’s operating results and, hence, neither year 

should be considered as the appreciation and depreciation reflected in the books was likely due 

specifically to these two events as well as events that took place in 2006 before termination of the 

petitioners and after their termination in August 2006 (Px 4, pp 14- 17; See also, Px 4 [exhibit 14, 

29. 

30. 

3 1. 

pp 20-211). 

32. Liebeman’s reasoning and consideration of Elite’s 2006-financials premised on the ground that 

revenue “was a good representation of the life cycle of the company” and that “the service 

revenue would only be booked at the end of the year; so to cut of f  in midyear [one] wouldn’t be 

capturing all the service revenue that should have been recorded for the year or deferring the 

service revenue that was recorded because that service revenue anticipated future service,” 

(FINDINGS OF FACT, 77 25-26) is just as applicable to 2004. 

But, Liebeman makes no effort to distinguish 2004 from 2006, and completely ignores the plain 33. 
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and undisputed fact that for one or another reason (either petitioners’ purposeful conduct or 

employee/Mlow morale) Elite revenue was down in 2006. His focus on 2006 merely skewed 

his analysis to favor lower revenue, lower normalization of income, and lower valuation (see, 

FTNDINGS OF FAC T, 77 48, 61-63; see ~ S Q ,  727, footnote 9). 

I find Tinkelman more credible with regard to consideration of 2004 and 2005. The comparative 

selectedrevenue income for 2004 and 2005 was $6.927.782.00 and $8,333,609.00 (Rx J [exhibits 

2 and 31) and are two years (2004 -2005) found by the fact fmder as most reasonable or 

paraphrasing Liebeman ‘s “both years are a good representation of the life cycle of the company, 

34. 

capturing all the service revenue that has been recorded for the year” @INDIN GS OF FAC T, 

17 25-26). 

3 5. I also find that Tinkelman’s normalization adjustments for 2004 and 2005 are reasonable in part. 

I reject respondents’ objections to the extent they reply to officer salaries and commissions as 

well as commissions paid to shareholder companies. I accept Tinkelman’s reliance on the Robert 

Half survey regardless of respondents’ contention that there is no reported case of a court 

accepted the validity of a Robert Half survey. 

36. Here, Tinkelman’s expert opinion is not based on speculation, but based upon facts either in the 

record or personally known to him (Pascuzzi v CCI Cos., 292 AD2d 685, 686) and further 

buttressed by his professional reliance on an indushy survey. Where %ere is an absence of any 

evidence to the contrary, the expert[‘s] opinion . . . [is] entitled to some weight, and should not 

be readily set aside” (Bairn v Bairn, 308 AD2d 557,558). While there may not be any reported 

cases relying on a Robert Half survey and that it could be considered biased, these observations 

merely affect the weight to be accorded to the expert’s opinion and not the admissibility of the 

opinion and supporting proof thereunder (h re Donald JK, 17 AD3d 728). 

I note that Robert Half is a major American staffing firm, and a member of the S&P 500. 

Founded in 1948, Robert Half is the world’s first and largest specialized staffing firm with more 

than 400 locations worldwide. It is a recognized leader in professional staffing and consulting 

services (see, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/unitedStatesianbert - Half - International; see also, 

United States v Bazaldua, 506 F3d 67 1,673 fh 2 [ 8th Cir 20071 Court may take judicial notice 

of article in Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia]). 

37. 
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38. 

3 9. 

40. 

41. 

Tinkelrnan’s analysis of the compensation and commissions paid to all four principals was 

reasonable and supported by the record. I found his opinion credible, rational, based on objective 

facts, and supported by the evidence (Mutter of Luce, 4 C1 Ct. 212 [Court of Claims]; see also, 

In re Petrulia, 267 AD2d 1013). His adjustment of compensation reflects normalize officers’ 

salaries at the level Elite would have had to pay people who were not shareholders. The most 

reasonable proofrelied by Tinkelman and completed ignored by Liebeman are the 2003-salaries 

paid to employees and principals. I, too, agree that the 2003-levels are reasonable levels to start 

from. The proof reveals that the 2003-salaries totaled about $228,000.00 and in 2004 rises to a 

total of $478,000.00 (Lu, Fan and Abraham - p ~ t  John). The 2005-salaries totaled $563,000.00 

(Lu, Fan, Abraham - and J o b )  (Px 4, pp 17-18; Rx J [exhibits 1-3]36). 

I also find it credible and reasonable for Tinkelman to have relied on the salary paid to Sudan0 

a sales manager of the Long Island Office as to salary levels paid for sales managers andor 

controllers with respect to Abraham, John, and as to Fan and Lu, his reliance on Robert Half 

survey (FINDINGS 0 F FACT, 63-66; Px 4 [exhibit 1 11) with respect to all officers. I reject 

respondents’ contention that salary levels of the officers, particular Fan, are reasonable and in line 

with Lieberman’s cornparables (Rx J, Schedule D [exhibit 8 1; FINDIN GS OF FACT, 7 61 at 

footnote 28). 

I agree with respondents’ post-trial arguments (Resp., Post Trial Memo) as to perks and benefits, 

and adjust Tinkelman’s normalization as to John (for 2004), but reject the balance of their 

contentions as to Tinkelman’s adjustment to other income, finding them to be without moment. 

The business deductions, perks, depreciation noted for 2004 and 2005 by Tinkelman are 

adjusted. I find credible proof in the record to support the conclusion that Abraham’s use of his 

motor vehicle was predominately for business (FWPXNGS OF FACT, 77 15- 16,62). Thus, I 

do not find it reasonable to adjust the Section 179 deductions, depreciation on the BMW and the 

“perk supplied by respondents” (Px 4, p 21 [$17,804.39; $10,610.00; $4,800.00; $66,244.00; 

36 In view of my finding that 2004 and 2005 years are reasonable years to consider for 
valuation of Elite, I need not consider financials, salaries, commissions, etc., paid in 2006 - 
which if weighed would be less in view of the decrease in revenue. 
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$23,029.00). The balance of Tinkelman’s miscellaneous adjustments is supported by the record, 

particularly for 2004 and 2005 (Px 4, p 21 [$19,433.98 rent payments]). 

However, John clearly worked in 2004, but no W-2 salary could be extrapolated from Elite’s 

fmancials (see, Px 4, p 20 [zero]). But, Tinkelman deducts the entire commission paid to John 

for 2004 as it was paid to a company owned by John. But, the reality is that John was indeed paid 

for his services as a salesperson, and the proof reveals hs services were paid in the form of 

“commissions” for 2004 in the sum of $65,000.00 (Px 4, p 21). Tinkelman accounts for no salary 

as to John for 2004, but I find as the finder of fact that the payment of $65,000.00 in 

“commissions”) (compared to payment of commissions of $105,416.56 to another company 

owned by John) represents his salary for 2004. Thus, I subtract the $65,000.00 from Tinkelman’s 

summary of income and normalized income for 2004. 

In view of all of the above, I adopt Tinkelman’s normalized adjustments, to the extent o f  the 

42. 

43. 

following, to wit: 

2004 2005 

Net Income $145,45 1 -00 $200,434.00 

Excess Compensation $175,000.00 $150,000.00 

Compensation to Relatives $39,996.00 $41,332.00 

Commissions to Companies3’ $564,837.44 $532,112.00 

Miscellaneous Perks, etc., $19,433.98 $0.00 

NQRMAlLIZ ED INCO ME $944,808 -42 $923,878 .OO 

The average of 2004 and 2005 normalized income is $934,343.00 (944,808 + 923,878 + 2). The 

average of 2004 and 2005 sales is $7,630,695.00 ($6,927,782.00 + $8,333,609.00 + 2) 

(FINDING$ OF FACT, 77 25-26). 

44. Both experts use the income value approach (discussed, supra) and both compute value by 

capitalizing the average normalized income of Elite (FTNDmG S OF FACT, 24,29-30,37). 

I have adopted 2004 and 2005 FIS the relevant and reasonable income years, and have rejected 

37 Adjusted to the extent of adding back $68,000.00 re: John’s compensation (Px 4, p 21, 
note 4, column 2004 re: Magnum Alliance Group Inc.) and all of the miscellaneous deductions 
other than rent payment re: Fan $19,433.98 (Px 4, p 21, Note 5 [2004 and 20051). 
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45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

Lieberman’s reliance on 2006 (discussed, supra). 

However, there is a difference in opinions as to whether one should impute a state or federal tax 

to the normalized income in computing the capitalization of earnings. Where there are 

competing interests of the parties, opinions on tax affect will differ. Here, too, Liebeman opined 

that an investor would apply a tax to the normalized income, although Elite is a S-Chapter entity 

with taxes passing through to the principals. 

But, Elite, as a S-Chapter company, was not subject to federal or state corporate tax, unlike a C- 

Corporation that has two layers of tax liability 0 INGS OF FACT, 7 46). Moreover, 

Tinkelman noted that tax law cases reveal no taxes are generally applied in S-Chapter company 

valuations and that in his income- approach analysis he opines it is not appropriate in the build 

up of a risk rate to apply taxes where, as here, he starts with a rate on federal securities that are 

taxable and adds a risk factor for corporate investments from earnings that are taxable 

@INDINGS OF FACT, 77 50-51). 
It appears that Tinkelman’s opinion is supported by the record. The remaining shareholders have 

continued the business of Elite as a S-Corporation. Elite’s corporate history has been as a S- 

Corporation and there is no suggestion by Lieberman that a reasonable investor would change the 

S-Corporation status of Elite. In fact, the opinions of both experts suggest a reasonable investor 

would continue the S-Chapter corporation status. 

Relevant tax case law and legal scholarship support Tinkelman’s opinion (Px 4, p 22; See also, 

Estate ofAdums v Commissioner, 83 Tax Ct. Mem. Dec. (CCH) 1421, 1425,2002 WestLaw 

46723 5 [2002]) [it is appropriate to use a zero corporate tax rate to estimate net cash flow when 

the stock being valued is stock of a S-Corporation]; Estate of Heck v Cornmissioner, 83 Tax Ct. 

Mem. Dec. ( 0  1 18 1, 1 188,2002 WestLaw 180879 [2002]; WuZZ v Commissioner, 8 1 Tax 

Ct. Mem. DE. (CCH) 1425,1432,2001 WestLaw335845 [200l] [undervaluationresultingfiom 

tax affecting and overvaluation resulting from failure to tax affect, concluding, “[blecause [one 

expert’s] methodology attributes no value to [the entity’s] S-Corporation status, we believe it is 

likely to result in an undervaluation of [the entity’s] stock”]; see dso, Finkel, h There An S 

Coy~oration Premium?, 4 Valuation Strategies 14,16-17 [ZOOl]) (S-Corporation should not be 

tax affected if likely buyers are eligible S-Corporation shareholders]; Fisher, The Sale qf the  
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pashinptou Re& kim: Discounted C4s h F~QW Valuation of S CQ rporatimx Deatment of 

Personal Tccces, and h@icatiQm-fQ r Litigation, 10 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin. 18 [ZOOS]; Hawkins 

& Paschall, A Gross Result in the Gross Case; All Your Prior S C orPoration Valuations Are 

Invalid, 21 Bus, Valuation Rev. 6 [March 20021 (if S-Corporation will not be lost, then 

tax-affecting may not be the more appropriate valuation method to employ]; Raby & Raby,& 

A ffectiup-or Effecting-$ Corporation Stock V aluutiom, 93 Tax Notes 13 1 5 [200] [inappropriate 

to tax affect earnings of S corporation assumed to continue as such]). Accordingly, I reject 

Lieberman’s opinion that income should be tax affected at 25% (FINRIR GS OF FACT, f l29-  

30). 

Both experts considered three components of the capitalization of earning: the earnings level; the 

discount rate; and the growth rate. I have already determined that the earnings level, sales 

and normalized earnings (supra). However, both experts differ in their build up of the discount 

49. 

rate and the growth rate. 

The build up to the discount rate for Elite involved four stages. There is no dispute that both 

experts adopt the risk-free rate for 20-Year Treasury Notes as of August 2006, except Liebeman 

rounds off the percentage (Px 4 and Rx 5, p 23). But, the two experts are in agreement that the 

risk-free rate is no more than 5.08%. Accordingly, I adopt the same rate @INDINGS OF 

50. 

w, 77 3 1 I 68). 

5 1. With regard to the equity risk return, both Tinkelman and Lieberman opine that a 7.10% risk rate 

is most reasonable (FINBIN GS OF FACT, 773 1,68; Px 4, p 28 and Rx 5, p 23). Accordingly, 

I adopt the same long-term equity risk premium of 7.10%. Thus, the evidence supports the 

finding that the average market return for large-cap stock is 12.18%. 

Where the experts differ is with respect to small company and specific company risk premiums. 

Lieberman opines that there is a small risk premium of 6.40% and a specific company risk 

premium of 6.00% for a total 12.40% on top of the 12.18%, and rounds off the total equity rate 

of return at 25% (Rx J [Appendix D Schedules]). Tinkelman applies a smaller risk premium that 

totals 9.83% and then discounts an industry premium (that is, Elite is less riskier than industry 

companies) of - 3.27% for a total equity rate of return of 18.74% (Px 4, p 28) (see also, 

52. 

FINDIN G$ OF FACT, 24,3 1,4 1,68-69,7 1 and 74). 
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53. I have considered the credible proof and weighed the opinions, and find that there is support in 

the record to conclude a reasonable size premium of 9.83%. I accept Liebeman’s analysis that 

the small company risk premium - or as tamed by Thkelman %e size premium for smallest” 

company - is not less than 6.40%. I also agree with Tinkelman that the very same premium is no 

more than 9.83%, but find that the higher rate is reasonable. The 9.83% rate factors in the 

uniqueness of Elite’s services, the industry that it is in, and the risk associated with Elite and the 

industry. 

However, I reject Tinkelman’s opinion that Elite is less riskier than other companies in the same 

industry (-3.27). I find that the proof reveal there is much cornpetition in this industry, the 

markets are competitive, there is dependence on one or two vendors, and there is technology 

change that will be challenging. But, I also reject Liebeman’s specific risk rate 6% on the 

ground that although there is competition in the industry, Elite is apt to challenge it and that the 

vendor with whom it has a relationship is formidable in the industry and unlikely to go bankrupt. 

Moreover, technology change will likely increase service and revenue as more and more 

companies will seek to have this new technology. Most particularly, and as a part of his analysis, 

Liebeman placed weigh on a key person discount WINDINGS OF FACT, 7754-55). 

In determining value of an interest in a closely-held corporation, a deduction may be made in the 

price to reflect the absence of the shareholder’s “contribution” to the company. Case law 

suggests a deduction may be made, known as key person discount, where the proof reveals that 

the outgoing partners were active participants in the business. Moreover, case law suggests that 

the key person discount is made in conjunction with marketability discount, that is, combined as 

part of a marketability discount u, Beckerman v Beckerman, 126 AD2d 59 1 [a five-year 

period of valuation by the method known as capitalization of earnings was proper as well as a 

discount of 30% for both lack of mmhtability and lost of husband‘s key role in closely held 

corporation, where the court looked at the valuation as well as Internal Revenue Service’s 

Revenue Ruling 59-60 (IRS, hternal Revenue Bulletin [ 19591, at 237; see also, Px 4 [exhibit 14, 

p 46 @ey person discount can also be a factor]). 

A key person discount is warranted where the evidence demonstrates that in the absence of the 

shareholder, he or she would have to be replaced, in turn, by a key person and that the 

54. 

55. 

56. 
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shareholder was an executive who made the day-to-day administrative/sales decisions of the 

company, was in the forefront in the financing decisions in terms of everyday functions as well 

as plans for future expansion, development and growth andor appears to be the contact person 

in terms of corporate finances, investment and development (Muller v Muller, 1 16 Misc2d 660). 

I find after weighing the testimony against the verified cross petition as well as the experts’ 

opinions, coupled with the plain fact that a lack of marketability discount is applicable to Elite, 

that no key person discount is supported by the record. In the circumstances of this case applying 

a key person discount in addition to the lack of marketability discount would be error. 

First, the respondents unequivocally and under a sworn, verified petition, averred that Abraham 

and John were not material to the increase of sales of Elite (FINDIN GS OF FACT, 7 12). Lu’ s 

testimony to the contrary @INDIN GS OF FACT, 1 4) is rejected. In fact, Lu’s testimony that 

he viewed John as a key person is of no red moment. In fact, Lu did not value John as a “key 

person” since he removed John from the Westchester Office one year before terminating 

Abraham. Lu’s testimony reveals that he easily replaced John with a new manager, Sue. In fact, 

he hired Sue a year before terminating Abraham (John leR as well) and before he supposedly 

learned the two were suppressing sales @INDING S OF FACT, 7 5). 

Second, Abraham testified that he was a key person like all other employees, but once the 

idrastmcture was in place the company ran on its own (FINDING S OF FACT, 7 20). By the 

time the petitioners lelt Elite, the company has a large sales staff in place, already trained and 

working under two other managers, Sue and Sudano. Moreover, Elite replaced Abraham and 

John a year after their tamination. Revenue may have been down in the early part of 2006, but 

57. 

58.  

59. 

did not remain flat at the later part of 2006 @INDIN GSOFF~CT,~~5-7,10-11,15-16). The 

credible proof supports the finding that Abraham nor John was unique, irreplaceable sales 

per sondmanager s . 

Third, Liebeman’s ignorance to his own clients’ averred facts (sworn statements) and his 

unequivocal reliance on what his clients told him after litigation commenced (he is their paid 

expert) CFrnING S OF FACT, 7 34) leads me to conclude that his testimony on key person 

discount is of no credible moment. 

Fourth, Lieberman added a key person discount in his report while at the same time did not 

60. 

61. 
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incorporate a lack of marketability discount. But, failed to explain or ampllfy whether the key 

person discount was mooted after the Court - over petitioners’ objection - allowed him to orally 

modif) his report to add a 25% lack of marketability discount. 

Finally, Tinkelman’s credible expert testimony is that no key person discount was necessary as 

Abraham and Johns were clearly replaceable, the revenue of sales increased (average per month) 

after petitioners’ departure, and that other multiples and discount factors incorporate or reference 

a key person discount (FINDINGS OF FACT, fl 1 1 and footnote 1 1; 12 and footnote 4, and 

62. 

17 32-35, 50, 58,60). 

63. Elite has value without Abraham and John. The heart of the business is not based on any unique, 

G-d given ability or specialize service of Abraham or John, but on the training that was 

implemented and continues to this day. Abraham’s testimony that he trains staff to do the work 

and that after that training is completed, it is the team that brings about results and not one 

individual, is credible @ W I N G $  OF FACT, 13 [training staff at his last job represented 18 

to 24% of company revenue], 15-16 [working on staff, introducing sales protocol, hiring 

locally to increase customer based and decrease sale person travel, optimizing contacts, etc]). 

There is no proof that Abraham and John’s services were literally inseparable. In fact, the 

credible proof reveals before Abraham was terminated in July 2006, Lu had taken away 

management and supervisory duties from Abraham, decreasing his influence and authority on 

day-to-day operations FINISINGS 0 F FACT, T[ 16 [Abraham’s role at Elite began to change, 

Lu taken away management authority, hiring, pricing factors and stxuctures, cornmissions 

calculations]). 

The proof suggests that at the beginning the petitioners’ services were critical, but by the end of 

their tenure, their services were no longer unique or irreplaceable. I reject Lieberman’s opinion 

that application of a key person discount is warranted, based on - among other h n g s  - the 

representations made to Liebeman by his clients (the respondents) that petitioners’ contributions 

to the business were so important that a new owner could not expect to extract the same value 

64. 

65. 

from the business without their help mJN GS OF FACT, T[fi 32-33). 

66. Tinkelman testified convincingly that it is highly unlikely that a key person discount is 

appropriate in this circumstance as the level of sales and skills required are not personalized or 
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68. 

69. 

70. 

unique. In short, the mere fact that there is a small company does not mean that a key person 

discount must “always apply.’’ 

A “key person ” discount is appropriate where the value of a corporation is dependent upon the 

services of an individual (ex.. see, Estate ofHuntsman v Commissioner, 66 TC 861,879, 1976 

WESTLAW 3635; Estate ofFeldmar v Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1988429; 1988 WESTLAW 

93058; Estate of Yeuger v Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1986-448; 1988 WESTLAW 62035). I 

agree with Tinkelman’s opinion and the credible proof that the key person discount proposed by 

Liebeman ignores that the buyers are already in this business and have a presence in the industry 

and that any “slippage” in revenue was temporary. But, these undisputed facts are ignored by 

Liebeman, in fact, he “could not respond” to the query of what impact was made by petitioners 

departure in August 2006, compared to the revenue generated by Elite fiom August 2006 to 

December 2006 ~JNDxrUGS OF FAC T, TI 35). 
I agree that it is appropriate to assess a key person discount when an individual‘s continued 

services are critical to the financial success of the business being valued and may be or will be 

lost. But, I credit Abraham’s testimony, coupled with the sworn and verified averments by Lu 

as well as the expert opinion by Tinkelman, that, here, such is not the case. Based on the above, 

it is beyond reason to conclude that the business’s value should be reduced to account for loss of 

Abraham and John - it is also noted that the two were terminated by Lu, not that they left on their 

own accord. It is clear to the fact &der that Abraham and John did not rule the whole show. 

Therefore, Lieberman’s 6% additional risk premium oms, 7 32) is rejected. 

It follows that Lieberman’s “composite risk rate” of 25% W I N G S  QF F A a ,  7 36), is also 

rejected. 

Accordingly, the credible evidence supports the following as the build-up of the discount rate: 

(1) 5.08% for risk-free; (2) 7.10% for equity risk return; (3) 9.83% for a size premium for 

smallest company. I reject Tinkelman’s discount rate of 18.74% and Liebeman’s discount rate 

of 25%. I find the total discount rate for Elite is 22.01%. 

Converting the discount rate into a capitalization rate requires a growth rate estimate. Here, too, 

the experts differ on the growth rate for Elite. Liebeman opines 4% growth rate. Tinkelman 

opines a 7% growth rate (FIND INGS OF FACT, fl24,29,37,51,54,57,70). 
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71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

I have considered both opinions and reviewed their reports, and conclude that Tinkelman’s 

analysis weighs too heavily on large, primary suppliers of Elite and focuses too much on the 

upside of the nature of copier technology, market, clientele, service and leasing, etc., while 

ignoring the downside of the very same factors, which were noted by Lieberman. There has to 

be a balance of the same technology, market, clientele, service and leasing, etc. Moreover, 

Liebeman’s growth rate also weighed and encompassed the claimed impact of John and 

Abraham’s departure from Elite, but I find the petitioners departure had no material impact on 

Elite’s growth rate as they are not key persons. 

Accordingly, the most reasonable finding is that the growth rate falls between 4% and 7% and 

I find that 5.50% is a reasonable growth rate (4 f 7 + 2). This result is reached as it reflects 

consideration of the upside and downside factors noted above as well as eliminating any 

consideration of the petitioners departure from Elite. Therefore, the calculated capitalization rate 

is: 22.01% -5.5% = 16.51%. 

It follows, applying the Gordon Growth Model (wed by both experts) (‘FIND INGS OF FACT, 

fl37,45) the valuation multiple to be factored into the average normalized income for 2004 and 

2005 of $934,343.00 (1.55 + 0.1651 = x) is 9.38. Applying the multiple of 9.38 toward the 

average normalized income of $934,343.00 results in $8,764,137.00, and that sum represents the 

entire value of Elite before applying any other discount. 

With regard to illiquidity and minority discounts, Blake (supra) is the seminal case, resolving the 

contested issue in valuation proceeding of the discounting of the fair value award based on the 

lack of marketability or illiquidity of the shares of a close corporation (1 07 AD2d 139 [affirming 

the principle of an illiquidity discount, but rejected an additional discount because the shares 

represented a minority interest in the corporation. Permitting a minority discount would give the 

corporation or remaining shareholder a windfall because it elected to purchase the minority 

interest. Such a result is inconsistent with the purpose of BCL 0 1104-a to protect minority 

shareholders]). Blake (supra) provides for the application of an illiquidity discount (1 07 AD2d 

139 [minority discount of 40% reduced to 25%]). 
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75. Lack of marketability discounts can range fiom zero to as high as 45%38 (Carolina Gardens v 

Menowitz, 238 AD2d 189 [approved 10 % discount]; accord, Raskin v Wulter Karl, Inc., 129 

AD2d 642; In re Joy Wholesale Sudries, Inc. (Berger), 125 AD2d 3 10; In re Fleischer (G~J? 

Pax, Inc.), 107 AD2d 97 [approved a 25% discount for lack of marketability of the petitioner‘s 

shares in a consumer products distribution company]; Hall v King, 177 Misc2d 126 [discounts 

ranged between 25% to 45%]; but see, In re Wult‘s Submarine Sandwiches, Inc. [Basile], 173 

AD2d 980 [upheld the trial court’s refusal to apply any discount based on evidence of 120 

responses to a for-sale advertisement]). 

The Court of Appeals has rejected a challenge to a valuation based on a capitalization-of-mmhgs 

rate that took into account lack of marketability without separately applying a percentage discount 

against value, acknowledging that while lack of a public market for a petitioner’s shares should 

be considered in determining what a willing purchaser would pay for such shares, there is no 

single method for calculating that factor (In re Seam oatt Floral Co., 78 NY2d 439) 

There is no dispute that a marketzibility discount is applicable to valuation of closed-corporations. 

The subject closed-corporation has an added “illiquidity,” that is, %at a potential investor would 

pay less for shares in a closed corporation because [it] could not readily be liquidated for cash” 

(Matter ofFriedman v Beway Realty Corp., 87 NY2d 16 1,165). Liebeman is of the opinion that 

a 25% discount is reasonable based on the circumstances. Tinkelrnan is of the opinion that a 19% 

discount is reasonable, also based on the circumstances (FIND INGS OF FACT, 11 4142,50, 

61,67,71,73,75). 

I note that each expert’s methodology takes into consideration certain variables. But, I fmd that 

Lieberman’s opinion is supported by objective facts (Matter of Luce, 4 C1 Ct. 212 [Court of 

Claims]; see also, In re Petralia, 267 AD2d 10 13). He relies on the dividend payment history 

of Elite as well as a variety of surveys. I also find that the 25% discount is supported by relevant 

and applicable case law (Vetco Inc., v Wok, 292 AD2d 391; Lehamn v Piontkoski, 203 AD2d 

257; Kalisch v Kalisch, 184 AD2d 75 1 ; Bluhz v Blah Agency, Inc., 107 AD2d 107). 

I conclude that based on the above a 25% market discount is reasonable. I reach this conclusion 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

~ 

38 Lieberman opined a discount range that was as high as 60% (T, 167). 
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based on Lieberman’s testimony and the above case law. I reject Tinkelman’s 19% allocation 

on the ground that his reliance on a particular “Bajaj” study was of no real moment as well as the 

fact that Liebeman’s opinion is reasonable and his allocation of 25% falls well within the range 

of appropriate marketability discounts. I adopt Lieberman’s reasoning as rational and objective. 

Accordingly, I deduct 25% of the value assigned to Elite ($8,764,137.00) as a reasonable 

marketability discount (-$2,19 1,034.00). 

Thus, the value of Elite is approximately $6,573,103.00 and this aggregate sum is divided by 200 

shares for a value of $3,287.00 a share. Applying that multiple to the 98 shares allocated to the 

petitioners, the value of the petitioners’ shares in Elite is $3,220,820.00. 

With respect to terms and condition of a buy out, BCL $ 1 11 S(a) provides for an election to 

purchase subject to “such terms and conditions as may be approved by the court.” In Taincs y 

Gene B q  0 ne Hour Photo Process. Inc., (123 Misc2d 529,534-35, ufd, 108 AD2d 630) after 

noting the absence of any guiding case law, the court interpreted the statutory language as giving 

the court “discretion in a proper case and upon good cause shown to fix terms of payment in 

order to permit the corporation to continue as a viable business without undue disruption.” The 

electing corporation in that case sought a deferred payment schedule for the fair value award, 

which the court refused to grant based on its finding that the petitioner had “already been the 

victim of oppressive conduct” and that ‘Yo allow lenient terms of payment to the corporation 

would be to lay another stripe on him.” Here, there is no such circumstance and, hence, I report 

and recommend that a deferred payment schedule for the fair value be ordered (BCL 5 1 I 18[a]; 

Matter of Taines v Gene Barry One Hour Photo Process, 123 Misc2d 529,53 8, u f d  108 AD2d 

63, lv. denied 67 NY2d 602). 

With respect to interest, attorneys’ fees and costs, BCL Q 1 11 8 @] permits the court, in its 

discretion, to award interest from the date the petition is filed to the date of payment of the 

petitioners’ shares at an “equitable rate.” Occasionally, courts have awarded interest at a rate 

less than the 9 percent statutory rate ( f i l e n  v Wmlen‘s Moving & Storage Cog, 234 AD2d 552 

14 % interest award]). 

Based on the circumstances of this case, where there is no oppressive conduct, no allegation of 

being frozen out of the business, no frivolous litigation, and the absence of material 

80. 

8 1. 

82. 

83. 
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circumstances that sanction an award of interest at the statutory rate, I report and recommend 

interest be awarded at 4% (BCL 9 1 1 18 [b]; Matter of Fleischer, 107 AD2d 97, 101) , 

Lastly, as to an award of cost and attorneys’ fees in litigating these proceedings, BCL 5 11 18 [c] 

[ 11 provides for an award of attorneys’ fees at the discretion of the court, but only where the 

election is made beyond ninety days after the filing of the petition. It appears this is not such a 

case. In fact, there appears to be no evidence to support an award of attorneys’ fees. There is no 

testimony as to any financial hadship or inordinate expenses incurred by the petitioners that 

resulted from respondents conduct. However, court costs and disbursements should be 

apportioned two-thirds to petitioners and one-third respondents (Blake v Hake Agency, hc . ,  107 

AD2d 139). 

The remaining contentions of the parties (a, Petitioners Post Trial Memo of Law; Respondents 

Post Trial Memo of Law) have been considered and are found to be without moment. 

CONCLU$ ION 

84. 

85. 

Accordingly, based upon the evidence and testimony, I report and recommend that: 

(1) petitioners’ interest in Elite is valued at $3,220,820.00; 

(2) that terms and condition of a buy-out be provided and as may be approved by the Court; 

(3) that the Court award costs and disbursements, two-thirds to petitioners and one-third to 

respondents; and 

(4) that the parties are responsible for their respective attorneys’ fees. 

Accordingly, upon presentment of the referenced issue, on a motion pursuant to CPLR 

5 4430, I report and recommend that the Court confirm this report in its entirety and direct the relief as 

set forth above. 

Dated: Tuesday, August 12,2008 
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